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Abstract
This article examines the relationship between antidumping duties and strategic industrial policy. We
argue that the dynamic between the two instruments is more complex and elaborate than that offered
by the conventional account. We use the recent China – X-Ray Equipment dispute as a case study to
show that linkage between the two instruments may not be the consequence of a government-led
policy but instead a result of firm-driven responses to an industrial policy. This in turn may lead to
antidumping tit-for-tat behavior between WTO members. We also analyze how WTO litigation serves
as a means to alter the payoff and discuss the implications and unresolved questions that remain
following the China – X-Ray Equipment ruling by the WTO.

Keywords
Antidumping, industrial policy, WTO, dispute settlement.

1. Introduction*
China-Definitive Anti-Dumping Duties on X-Ray Security Inspection Equipment from the European
Union (“China – X-Ray Equipment”)1 appears, at first glance, to be a run-of-the-mill antidumping
dispute between two World Trade Organization (WTO) members. The legal issues are relatively
pedestrian and involve procedural inadequacies of the Chinese trade remedy system. As with many
WTO antidumping disputes, the party that imposed antidumping duties – in this case, China – was
found to have violated certain WTO rules in the process. China then reformed its policies in line with
the Panel Report. If one studied simply the facts and holding as set forth in the Panel report itself, the
case’s significance might appear to lie in the WTO’s clarification of the ways through which it can
compel changes to domestic administrative procedures. The case does reaffirm the WTO’s role as one
of the few international fora with sufficient pull to entice governments to “undo” rulings by domestic
administrative agencies – even if made by an agency in a powerful authoritarian state without a robust
rule-of-law.2
But scratch beneath the surface and one will discover that China – X-Ray Equipment is about much
more. The dispute provides an unusually vivid example of the deployment of antidumping measures
by an incumbent oligopolistic firm seeking strategic advantage vis-à-vis a new foreign competitor
supported by active government intervention. The relationship between industrial policy and strategic
corporate use of antidumping has received relatively little attention in the literature.3 Most scholars,
instead, have focused on the related issue of subsidies as an instrument of industrial policy and their
legality under WTO rules.4 The long saga of WTO litigation over subsidies to Airbus and Boeing is a
prominent example. But as global production patterns shift – in particular, with the rise of China –
antidumping measures can play a critical role in affecting the playing field as latecomers attempt to
crack into established markets.
We use the China – X-Ray Equipment dispute to highlight these strategic interactions. We illustrate
how antidumping measures can be employed by both an incumbent and a newcomer to gain a relative
advantage over the other. The established EU incumbent, threatened by China’s use of industrial
policy to break into the EU market, strikes first with antidumping duties against the upstart; in
response, the new Chinese competitor uses antidumping to gain advantage over the EU incumbent in
the Chinese market. After highlighting the potential for tit-for-tat retaliation to emerge, we discuss
how WTO dispute settlement functions as an additional litigation forum whose ruling can alter the
firms’ relative payoffs. Antidumping measures can therefore play an important role in advancing (or
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countering) a government’s industrial policy and/or improving the competitive positions of firms in an
oligopolistic industry.
In analyzing the relationship between antidumping and strategic industrial policy, we hope to make
several contributions to the existing literature. First, we seek to expand the scholarly discussion of the
array of trade policy instruments deployed in support of industrial policy and corporate strategic
decisions. To date, the academic literature has concentrated primarily on the instruments of subsidies
and local content requirements when examining this nexus.5 This article expands this discussion to
include antidumping measures.
We expand upon the conventional account of how antidumping duties interact with industrial
policy. The standard approach suggests that antidumping duties function in much the same way as
other trade-related instruments of industrial policy. The policy initiative is government-led, and the
policy measure is embedded within the government’s overall industrial policy strategy. While we
acknowledge that this is possible in many scenarios, we seek to draw attention to an alternative
mechanism. This is one in which the government may not start out intending to use antidumping
measures as a prong of its industrial policy. Instead, antidumping duties emerge over the course of
time as its trading partners react to its domestic firm’s increasing competitiveness (on account of its
industrial policy support). Moreover, the instrument itself may emerge because of firm-led initiatives
calling for the government to take action to counter and/or support industrial policy. Furthermore, the
dynamic can be further exacerbated on account of retaliatory pressures. In short, we argue that the
conventional account is incomplete and ought to take into account the possible of alternative – and
more complicated – mechanisms through which antidumping measures come into play with an
industrial policy.
Secondly, we aim to expand scholarly understanding of how antidumping measures and industrial
policy are linked in a specific jurisdiction – China. This subject has received little attention in both the
legal and economic scholarship, whether in English or Chinese.6 Yet, China is undoubtedly a major
global player on both fronts. As part of its successful economic development drive, the Chinese
government has actively championed the use of industrial policy. This, in turn, has contributed to
industrial policy’s resurgent popularity among scholars (Rodrik 2010). China has also emerged as a
major user of antidumping measures over the past fifteen years. Understanding the linkages between
these two is important for enhancing our knowledge of what motivates economic and trade policy in
the world’s second largest economy.
This nexus has been relative obscure until recently. Only since 2010 have China’s trading partners
started to challenge its antidumping measures before the WTO. Even so, such challenges have been
limited. The China – X-Ray Equipment ruling represents only the second time that the WTO Dispute
Settlement Body (DSB) has opined on the legality of China’s antidumping practices.7 While scholars
such as Wu (2012) and Zeng (2012) have recently shed greater light on features of China’s
antidumping system, including its tendency to engage in tit-for-tat retaliation, a number of questions
remain unanswered. For example, how is it that the impetus for a retaliatory action emerges? To what
extent do industrial policy considerations factor into Chinese antidumping decisions?
This article aims to expand our understanding of these important questions. We suggest that
China’s actions do not necessarily always fit the top-down, centrally driven pattern that is commonly
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assumed to be the case with Chinese industrial policy. Instead, it can be externally forced and firm-led,
with the state playing a critical but reactive role. In the China – X-Ray Equipment dispute, we
highlight how two firms (one European, the other Chinese) took the lead in pressing for antidumping
measures in their respective home markets.8 These moves, in turn, raised operating costs for both firms
in their export markets. While the results and interactions are consistent with formal models of
strategic trade policy, the policy itself was not government-initiated. We therefore suggest that greater
attention ought to be devoted to the complexities of inter-firm dynamics and how they impact the
government-firm relationship in China.
Thirdly, this article seeks to highlight how WTO litigation can impact the payoff that results from
employing antidumping duties in support of a strategic industrial policy. We demonstrate how this is
done through litigation squabbles over highly technical details of WTO antidumping law. In particular,
we draw attention to the issue of product market definition, both as it relates to antidumping
determinations generally and to the execution of a specific measure tied to an industrial policy. We
explain how Chinese authorities sought to manipulate the product definition to help its domestic
producer, and we commend the WTO’s ruling taken in response. We posit that the recent WTO Panel
ruling, however, will not be the definitive word on this question. The article highlights issues that
remain unresolved in light of the recent ruling and why we expect the issue to reemerge in future
litigation.
The article is organized as follows: Section 2 sets forth our simplified and stylized view of the
dynamic at work between strategic industrial policy and antidumping measures. Section 3 then applies
this to the particular facts in the China – X-Ray Equipment dispute, noting how the application of
strategic industrial policy by China eventually culminates in tit-for-tat antidumping measures and a
WTO dispute. Section 4 describes how WTO litigation factors into this dynamic, through a discussion
of the Panel Report in China – X-Ray Equipment. Section 5 analyzes three specific legal and economic
issues that arise from the China – X-Ray Equipment case. These concern: (1) the efficacy of deploying
antidumping measures in the manner described in this article; (2) issues concerning product market
definition that remain unresolved following the Panel Report; and (3) how WTO litigation may be
advancing rule-of-law in a particular context of Chinese administrative law. Concluding remarks
appear in Section 6.

2. The Relationship Between Antidumping and Industrial Policy
Industrial policy refers generally to a government’s support of domestic firms in sectors deemed to be
important to broader social welfare. One reason that a government might intervene is in the case of a
domestic “infant industry,” i.e. one with high initial fixed costs that make it initially uncompetitive but
with an eventually competitive cost structure. New domestic companies may face established foreign
enterprises with lower costs and dominant market share. Industrial policy support may come in the
form of direct subsidies, access to below-market rates for capital, or provision of cheap inputs to the
newly established domestic firms. Economic theory suggests that such support could be welfareimproving in the event that there are important “positive externalities,” such as technological
spillovers, that benefit the country as a whole and that are not part of the individual firm’s own
decision-making calculus. Alternatively, domestic financial markets may be inefficient so that
potentially competitive enterprises do not receive the requisite capital to develop. The goal of
industrial policy might be to offer temporary support that would allow domestic firms to expand
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output, spread the fixed costs over longer production runs, and become competitive at home and even
abroad.9
In the 1980s and 1990s, economists extensively explored this theoretical possibility of active
government industrial policy that could lead to a new competitive domestic sector in international
markets. This general focus of the literature is known by the moniker, “strategic trade policy.” A
classic article particularly relevant to the current discussion can be found in Krugman (1984), who
formalized the notion that government could protect a domestic firm in a sector with increasing
economies of scale. The resulting protection would not only raise the cost of the foreign firm through
decreased production but also could lower domestic costs through increased production. This in turn
could lead to increased export opportunities for the now lower-cost domestic firm. Such an improved
competitive position is not guaranteed but is possible.
There is decidedly mixed evidence about whether this type of protection for domestic industries is
effective in practice. Westphal (1990) found that selective interventions by the South Korean
government were critical in boosting the export competitiveness of several Korean industries. Rodrik
(1995) also found that government intervention laid the groundwork for South Korea and Taiwan’s
economic successes. Dick (1994), on the other hand, found little evidence that import protection
allowed U.S. industries to expand their exports. Irwin (2000) found that tariffs played an important
role in establishing the U.S. tinplate industry in the 1890s but at high costs to the rest of the U.S.
economy. More recently, Stiglitz and Lin have compiled two extensive volumes examining industrial
policy successes and failures in various contexts (Stiglitz et al., 2013a & 2013b).
The same state can succeed in some instances and fail in others. Luzio and Greenstein (1995)
documented Brazil’s failure to foster a domestic computer industry using import protection. Goldstein
(2002), on the other hand, demonstrated the important role played by the Brazilian state in
transforming its regional aircraft manufacturer into a global force. Similarly, the European civilian
airplane industry might never have gotten on its feet without government support. Neven and
Seabright (1995) found that European industrial policies for Airbus had a demonstrably positive
impact on European welfare, albeit at the expense of global welfare. Owen (2012) argued that
European governments have consistently failed to replicate this industrial policy success in other hightech industries, because they overestimated the degree of market failures and underestimated the risks
and costs associated with government failure. Various scholars, including most recently Lin and
Monga (2010), have tried to posit the conditions under which industrial policy can succeed, but much
remains unknown.
A key aspect of an industrial policy is the provision of a benefit to the domestic firm. In the
latecomer scenario associated with strategic trade theory and discussed earlier, this benefit can take on
a variety of forms. Some focus on shifting the cost curve. Subsidies and cheaper domestic inputs, for
example, lower the private cost of the domestic upstart. Increased tariffs, on the other hand, raise the
cost of the foreign incumbent. So too does the imposition of formal or informal barriers to entry –
some of which may succeed in keeping the foreign incumbent out of the market altogether. Other
forms focus on influencing demand rather than supply conditions, including the provision of consumer
subsidies or procurement policies. Regardless, each of these policy instruments is designed to alter
market conditions in order to shift market share to the domestic firm(s).
If the government’s chosen policy involves raising tariffs against foreign producers and the country
is a WTO member, then the government will find that its actions are constrained as a result of treaty
law. Article I of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) requires that WTO member
governments not impose tariffs beyond the bound rates to which they have committed in their tariff
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schedules. Consequently, a government seeking to raise a foreign firm’s cost must turn to other policy
instruments. This is how antidumping duties enter into the picture.
GATT Article II:2(b) provides that antidumping duties are an exception to the Article I obligations
on tariffs. GATT Article VI and the Antidumping Agreement negotiated in the Uruguay Round allow
a WTO member to raise tariffs beyond the bound rate provided certain conditions are met. The
decision over whether to impose an antidumping duty is made by domestic authorities, usually through
a judicial process before an administrative agency.10 However, this decision is subject to review by
national courts and subject to challenge through the WTO dispute settlement process.
Antidumping duties can be targeted against specific foreign firms for a very narrow product
category. They therefore can play a strategic role in helping a domestic producer against a foreign
competitor. This feature, along with the treaty constraints set forth in GATT Article I, make it a
potentially appealing instrument to advance an industrial policy by raising a foreign competitor’s costs
inside the domestic market.
The relationship of antidumping duties and industrial policy has received relatively little attention
in scholarship to date. Both Bora et al. (2000: 19) and Pangetsu (2000: 154) devote only a single
paragraph to antidumping duties when discussing the trade-related industrial policy instruments in
reports for the UN and the World Bank, respectively. One might think that the most extensive
treatment of the subject would be found in a book titled “Antidumping Industrial Policy” by Hindley
and Messerlin (1996). However, a closer examination of the book’s content finds that it is focused
primarily on examining the lack of economic justification for antidumping duties rather than the
precise nature of the measure’s relationship with industrial policy.
The limited discussion to date has posited that the relationship between antidumping duties and
strategic industrial policy is relatively similar to that of other trade instruments designed to provide
import protection. This conventional account suggests that governments use antidumping duties as a
first-order industrial policy instrument in order to artificially create scale advantages for a domestic
firm, just as it might with subsidies or non-tariff barriers. Both Bora et al. (2000: 19) and Pangetsu
(2000: 154) suggest that this is most commonly done for declining industries, and many of the
instances on which Hindley and Messerlin (1996) focus are of that type.
We suggest, however, that the conventional account is incomplete. To begin with, the import
protection might be for a new upstart rather than a declining industry. More importantly, however, we
argue that the conventional account captures only one potential mechanism through which the two
forces interact. We suggest that there are potentially other viable mechanisms through which
antidumping duties come into play with a strategic industrial policy. Such mechanisms can be firmdriven rather than government-led. Importantly, antidumping petitions normally are filed by firms;
only rarely do governments self-initiate an investigation. An antidumping measure is not typically
embedded as a first-order instrument in an industrial policy; instead, it emerges more organically as
trading partners react to each other’s policies. Below, we spell out these mechanisms in a stylized
form.
Suppose that an established incumbent firm in Country A has a large market share both
domestically and internationally. If this is a sector with economies of scale, the incumbent firm also
has low average costs. Assume further that the government in Country B would like to establish
domestic firms in this sector because of perceived externalities. Country B’s government might
therefore impose formal or informal barriers on the incumbent firm in order to allow the domestic firm
to exploit its own potential scale economies. As Country B’s new entrants’ costs fall as a result of
government intervention, it might move into direct competition in the incumbent’s domestic market.
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Note, however, that so far, antidumping duties have not necessarily entered into the equation.
While they may have served as the means through which Country B insulated its domestic firms from
the incumbent in its home market (in the manner posited by the conventional account), the chances are
greater that Country B’s government would have chosen to rely upon another policy instrument
instead to drive its industrial policy (e.g., production subsidies or below-market interest rates). How
then do antidumping duties emerge under this second scenario where they are not an element of
Country B’s initial industrial policy?
Consider the following question: What are the options available to the incumbent firm in Country
A if it faces competition from a new, government-supported entrant from Country B? If Country B
employed a subsidy to support the domestic upstart, then Country A’s firm might seek for its
government to impose countervailing duties against the new entrant. However, what if an alternative
policy instrument were used instead such as government procurement preferences in a country not
subject to treaty obligations as set forth in the WTO Government Procurement Agreement (GPA)? Or
what if Country B were a “non-market economy” that might present additional legal complications in
terms of a subsidy determination?11 Country A’s firm might instead seek the imposition of
antidumping duties to counter Country B’s new entrant.
The imposition of antidumping duties in this manner triggers the reverse of dynamics set forth in
Krugman (1984): The home market of the embattled incumbent is closed to the new entrant. The
imposition of antidumping duties could result in lower costs to the incumbent and higher costs to the
entrant.
This therefore represents a second mechanism through which antidumping duties interfaces with
strategic industrial policy. Instead of serving as the direct means for implementing an industrial policy
by a government seeking to protect its market to benefit a late entrant, antidumping duties may also
serve as the means through which trade restrictions help an embattled incumbent protect its domestic
market against imports from a new entrant that had benefited previously from strategic industrial
policy.
Furthermore, the story need not end here. Faced with an effort to shut its exports out of the
incumbent’s market, the incentives for retaliation from Country B now increase. Academic research
has long established that governments might impose their own antidumping duties in retaliation for
antidumping duties on their own exporters.12 One reason to do so is to generate a deterrent effect for
future action.
But how and where should Country B seek to retaliate? If a government is simply seeking to signal
its displeasure or to affect its trading partner’s political economy through creating additional general
economic distress, then it might choose to retaliate against a powerful export sector or one that is
politically well connected. For example, after the EU imposed antidumping duties against Chinese
solar panels, China threatened to retaliate with antidumping duties against European wine.
However, when retaliation occurs via a different product, Country B’s new entrant remains
disadvantaged by Country A’s antidumping measure. Country B’s firm therefore might seek
government support to reverse this disadvantage. It could petition for its government to retaliate by
imposing antidumping duties against its competitor’s product directly. This represents a classic tit-fortat retaliation scenario. Governments are conveying the message, “If you harm my exporter, then I’ll
hurt yours.” Antidumping duties serve as the vehicle for delivering the punch-counterpunch.13
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See Prusa and Vermulst (2013) for a general discussion of the treatment of non-market economies in the GATT/WTO
trade remedies context and a focused discussion as it applies to the issue of double remedies.
See, for example, Prusa and Skeath (2002), Bown and Crowley (2007), and Moore and Zanardi (2011).
Retaliation, however, is effective only if Country B’s market is important to Country A’s exporter. For firms on both
sides, the gains from having antidumping duties imposed on one’s competitor in one’s home market may be offset by the
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The above discussion should make clear that the mechanisms through which antidumping measures
interface with strategic industrial policy vary and could be more complicated than the traditional
government-led model. Such interactions also can arise as a consequence of a firm’s strategic
corporate decisions.

3. Case Study: X-Ray Scanners and Tit-for-Tat Antidumping Measures
We turn to the recent China – X-Ray Equipment dispute as a case study of how industrial policy
intersects with antidumping measures in an actual competition between an established incumbent and
an upstart backed by industrial policy.
Before elaborating on the details of this case study, it is worth noting that the relationship between
an antidumping measure and an industrial policy is not always readily apparent to an outside observer.
A scholar focused simply on the legal holding of the WTO case might very well have missed the
industrial policy backdrop to the dispute. Unlike other trade-related industrial policy instruments (e.g.,
export subsidies), the instrument is not necessarily enmeshed within the government’s industrial
policy. Therefore, discussion of industrial policy may not surface at all during the course of the WTO
legal proceedings. Moreover, even if one had assumed that the Chinese antidumping measures at issue
were part of a broader industrial policy, one might have incorrectly presumed that they operated in
accordance with the mechanism described in the conventional account – as part of a Chinese strategy
to protect a domestic market to achieve a scale economy for its upstart to enhance its competitiveness
overseas. Yet, as we will see, the actual dynamic can be much more complicated.
To uncover the connections between an antidumping measure and strategic industrial policy
requires that one’s analysis extends beyond the legal issues in the case itself. Indeed, it was only
through a series of off-the-record conversations with lawyers and government officials that we grew to
understand the complicated interconnections among the forces at work in the China – X-Ray
Equipment dispute.
3.1 Overview of the Established Incumbents in the Global X-Ray Scanners Market
The products at the heart of the dispute are the x-ray machines for scanning large cargo items such as
railroad cars and trucks. These scanners use relatively sophisticated technology and are purchased
primarily by governments for border security measures. Depending on the size and use of the
machines, the technology employed differs. The machines for large objects use high-energy beams;
similar scanners for hand baggage utilize lower-energy x-rays. This difference will prove to be
important later for the case.
In the wake of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, demand for x-ray scanners increased. Not
surprisingly, as the market grew, international competition heightened. Until the mid-2000s, however,
the global market for x-ray scanners was dominated primarily by a handful of producers in the
developed world. In recent years, a Chinese producer has managed to gain share in this growing
market, at least partly as a consequence of Chinese government industrial policy. Indeed, the product’s
technical sophistication, its high start-up costs, and the oligopolistic nature of the industry fit well into
the scenario envisioned in many theoretical setups for strategic industrial policy.
The story here is of a battle between two rivals – a European incumbent and a Chinese upstart – for
the global x-ray scanner market. Antidumping duties surface as part of the struggle between the two,
with each appealing to its government to take action to keep the other out of its home market.

(Contd.)
losses incurred by having antidumping duties imposed on one’s exports abroad. Only if the latter is sufficiently large
enough does it create incentives for firms on both sides to push their governments to seek a settlement.
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The incumbent is Smiths Heimann GmbH (“Smiths”), the German branch of Smiths Detection
PLC, a EU-based multinational company housed within the Smiths Group PLC, a European
conglomerate. By the late 2000s, Smiths held a dominant position within the European market,
accounting for approximately 80 percent of total EU production of the relevant x-ray scanners.14 How
was Smiths able to achieve such a dominant hold over the European market? Part of the story may
very well be the high quality of its products. But Smiths’ own annual reports hint at another possible
factor that may have played a role. As noted in several of its annual reports, the vast majority of
Smiths’ sales are to governments and government agencies around the world. Some European
governments may very well have preferred to purchase from a European producer. The fact that
Smiths resides within a pan-European conglomerate, coupled with its long-time presence in the sector,
likely made Smiths an attractive recipient of European government procurement contracts for x-ray
scanners.15
Smiths is also a market leader worldwide, but its global share is much less dominant than in
Europe. In 2008, Smiths led the world with a 29 percent market share in scanners for the “explosives,
weapons, and contraband equipment” sector.16 The global market is much more fragmented for x-ray
scanners for ports and borders (the relevant sector for this case). Smiths’ traditional competitors in this
sector are primarily U.S.-based multinationals.17 Today, according to Smiths, they include Rapiscan,
American Science and Engineering (ASE), and Leidos (formerly “SAIC”). 18 Smiths and this group of
American companies dominated sales in the growing market for x-ray scanners until the mid-2000s.
3.2 China’s Quest to Build a Latecomer Entrant Through Strategic Industrial Policy
The emergence of a Chinese producer in the past decade has resulted in a major disruption to the
landscape of players competing for a share of the global market for x-ray scanners. In many ways, this
story is similar to the narrative that has played out for many other industrial products. However, in this
instance, the disruption began with domestic sales rather than through an export-led strategy.
Over the past two decades, China has invested vast sums to upgrade its infrastructure. These
investments, in turn, have generated tremendous demand for x-ray scanners to safeguard Chinese
ports, roads, airports, railway hubs, subways, etc.
In some sectors, China has willingly turned to foreign imports to meet its growing demand. In
others, however, China has attempted to create a national champion.19 Because of the underlying
importance of security to the regime, it would not be surprising for the Chinese government to view
the x-ray scanners market as one in which they would prefer a domestic “champion.” We are not
aware of any available government document that explicitly sets forth such a strategy, but several
interesting facts point strongly to this possibility.

14
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Council Implementing Regulation (EU) No. 510/2010 of 14 June 2010 Imposing a Definitive Anti-dumping Duty and
Collecting Definitively the Provisional Duty Imposed on Imports of Certain Cargo Scanning Systems Originating in the
People’s Republic of China, Official Journal, L150/1, 16 June 2010.
Smiths, however, did not operate in a fully-protected home market. As we discuss later in this Section, European
governments also regularly awarded contracts to competitors.
See Smiths Group PLC 2008 Annual Report which references a IMS Research study.
Smiths Group PLC 2013 Annual Report.
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See Rapiscan description in parent company OSI System’s Inc. 2013 Annual Report; Leidos Inc. 2014 Annual Report;
and ASE 2013 Annual Report. Note that Leidos is primarily focused on the U.S. market while Rapiscan and ASE are
both engaged in sales worldwide.

19

For example, China’s Five-Year Plans designate certain key strategic sectors. China has also advocated for greater
indigenous innovation in certain sectors. See Ahrens (2010); Fu and Gong (2011).
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Segal (2010) notes that Beijing’s strategy has been to rely on a mixture of top-down and bottom-up
initiatives focused to develop capacity in “fields that affect the lifeblood of the national economy and
national security.” Certainly, security scanners for infrastructure would appear to qualify as such a
field. Bottom-up initiatives have centered on university-industry collaboration and venture capital.
That precisely has been the approach used to cultivate a domestic Chinese producer to challenge the
established European and American players in the x-ray scanners market.
The Chinese firm that has become a major global player is Nuctech Company Ltd. (“Nuctech”). It
is, however, not just another Chinese company. Nuctech was created in 1997 at Tsinghua University,
China’s premier university for science and technology. 20 Even after it was spun off, Tsinghua
University remains active in the firm; it is the leading shareholder in Nuctech through its investment
holding company, Tsinghua Holdings. Like many other start-ups, Nuctech’s CEO during the course of
its initial rapid growth was a dynamic young man named Hu Haifeng. Hu is a Tsinghua alumnus,
having received his executive MBA there. He also is the son of Hu Jintao, China’s top leader from
2002 to 2012 and prior to that, its Vice President. In 2008, based on his success at Nuctech, Hu
Haifeng was promoted to become the Communist Party secretary of Tsinghua Holdings.
Nuctech grew by executing a strategy modelled on the one employed by Smiths in Europe. It
sought to become the dominant producer within its home market and then leverage this dominance to
become a major player worldwide. This strategy proved effective at least in part because of the
dominance of government procurement contracts in this market and because of Nuctech’s close ties
with the government.
Just as European governments may prefer to buy x-ray scanners from a European company,
Nuctech counted on the fact that the Chinese government too would prefer to buy from a Chinese
company, especially one run by the President’s son. Furthermore, as China is not a party to the GPA,
its government’s actions in this sector are even less constrained compared to its European and
American competitors (whose governments have signed on to the GPA). In the late 2000s, Nuctech
accounted for approximately a 90 percent share of the domestic Chinese market (Erickson 2010).21
Like Smiths, Nuctech took advantage of its strong position in its home market to expand overseas.
In 2001, Nuctech won a bid to install x-ray scanners at the ports of Sydney and Melbourne. By 2008,
Nuctech had won contracts in over 60 countries, many in the developing world (Goodwin 2008). This
included supplying x-ray scanners for the port of Los Angeles, a contract that Nuctech won by
outbidding Smiths and SAIC.
What accounts for Nuctech’s success? Part of it may be due to Nuctech’s ability to develop a
lower-cost alternative to the x-ray scanners offered by incumbents. For several contracts, Nuctech
outbid its competitors on the basis of price. But industrial policy also likely played a role. Government
agencies account for the vast majority of China’s purchases of x-ray equipment, and those agencies
delivered business to Nuctech. Hints of an industrial policy agenda also can be found in a Tsinghua
University press release trumpeting Nuctech’s early success in Australia. It describes the deal as “a
successful step in the Chinese government’s strategy to translate technological advantages into
commercial uses.”22
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Tsinghua University is sometimes referred to as the “MIT of China.” Over the past two decades, several research
initiatives initially based at Tsinghua have been spun off as private companies. Tsinghua’s experience, in this regard, is
similar to that of other top research universities worldwide. However, Tsinghua also features as part of the government’s
efforts to cultivate bottom-up indigenous capacity in key industrial sectors.
Note that it is likely that the figures on which Erickson (2010) relies are those from the years prior to the publication of
his book. As we shall see, by 2010, Nuctech’s share had started to decline as it ceded ground in the domestic market to
Smiths.
See Li Jing, Tsinghua University News, Dec. 28, 2001,
http://news.tsinghua.edu.cn/publish/newsen/6055/2011/20110222163200067683361/20110222163200067683361_.html.
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Nuctech, however, has sought to distance itself from the Chinese government. In explaining why
Nuctech was awarded a contract to supply scanners to detect liquid explosives to all 147 airports in
China ahead of the 2008 Olympics, an official noted that Nuctech’s products were deemed the most
satisfactory. While acknowledging that Nuctech did have connections to the President’s son, the
official said that this “had no effect on our decision,” adding that “[t]his has to do with people’s lives,
and you can’t play games with safety.”23 Similarly, authorities for the port of Los Angeles, in the wake
of their controversial decision to use government funds to buy Chinese products from President Hu’s
son’s company, also explained that their decision was driven primarily by price.24
Nuctech’s competitors, however, contend that ties between the company and the Chinese
government remain strong. They allege that the Chinese government provides soft loans to allow
Nuctech’s customers to pay for the x-ray scanners and that government policies allow Nuctech to
drive down price to win contracts (Aldrick et al 2009). However, despite these allegations, no
government to date has challenged China on this matter before the WTO.25
Nuctech’s rise nicely illustrates two points: First, the story is consistent with theories of strategic
trade policy. The Chinese government nurtured an “infant industry” in a sector with increasing
economies of scale through import protection. The government’s industrial policy allowed Nuctech to
increase production and lower its costs by keeping foreign products largely out of the growing Chinese
market. This, in turn, boosted Nuctech’s export competitiveness and allowed Nuctech to emerge as a
lower-cost competitor to the established incumbents.
Second, antidumping duties do not feature as part of the Chinese government’s initial industrial
policy. Import protection is achieved through other trade-related policy instruments besides
antidumping – namely, government procurement and indirect export subsidies.26 To the extent that the
Chinese government played a role in nurturing Nuctech’s success, it was not through the use of
antidumping duties. The conventional account of how antidumping duties intersect with strategic
industrial policy therefore is not what played out in this instance.
3.3 EU Antidumping Action to Ward Off Chinese Entrant
How then did antidumping duties enter into the picture? As suggested in Section 2, an alternate
mechanism is possible – one which is firm-led in reaction to an industrial policy. This is precisely
what happened in this instance. By the 2000s, Nuctech had started to make impressive inroads
worldwide, including against Smiths in its European home market. For example, in 2006, the port of
Dublin awarded Nuctech a contract to supply x-ray scanners for its facilities. Nuctech’s share of the xray scanner market in Europe more than doubled between 2004 and 2006.27 A critical component of
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“Nuctech to Install Liquid Bomb Detectors Ahead of China Olympics,” Homeland Security News Wire, 18 Dec. 2006.
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Nuctech’s bid was nearly 30 percent lower than its closest competitor (Smiths). See “Port of LA Buys Security Scanners
from Chinese Firm,” Defense Industry Daily, 21 Oct. 2008, https://www.defenseindustrydaily.com/cat/geographicalfocus/asia/asia-china/page/6/.
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Note that Nuctech has been subject to an anti-corruption investigation in Namibia. However, this action involves actions
of company officials and does not appear to be tied to the Chinese government. Nevertheless, the Chinese government
has censored reports of this investigation. See Gordon Faircloth et al., “Probe Involves Firm Linked to China Leader’s
Son,” Wall Street Journal, 22 July 2009.
As noted earlier, we do not mean to single out China for engaging in this form of economic nationalism. Other
governments will also consider nationality when making procurement decisions and make active use of their ExportImport Banks. To the extent that China differs from other trading countries, it may be in the scale of its efforts, especially
as China is not constrained by the WTO’s Government Procurement Agreement, to which it is not a member.
Official Journal L510/9 at para. 79. Note that Nuctech’s market share remained at 40-50 percent during the relevant
period of investigation.
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Nuctech’s successful strategy was its price, which reportedly was 15 to 20 percent lower than that for
the comparable Smiths product. 28 Smiths decided that it was time to take legal action.
As discussed earlier, antidumping duties provide a means for an incumbent to seek help from its
government in warding off a foreign upstart. The incumbent accuses the foreign entrant of “dumping”
its product by selling it below the “normal value” of the product in its home market. This strategy is
relatively easier to employ when the foreign entrant is Chinese, because China’s Protocol of Accession
allows its trading partners to classify China as a “non-market economy” (NME) when undertaking an
antidumping investigation.29 This NME status often results in dumping margins much higher than
those normally calculated by the investigating agency. This, in turn, can lead to much higher duties if
material injury is found to have been caused by the dumped Chinese imports.
Smiths brought an antidumping case against “Certain Cargo Scanning Systems” from China on 2
February 2009. Note that while Smiths’ petition called for an investigation of all such products from
China, the single relevant exporter was Nuctech. On 18 March 2009, the European Commission
(“Commission”) initiated an investigation into Nuctech’s pricing of all cargo-scanning systems with
X-rays of 250 KeV (kilo electronic volts) or higher.30 The Commission established that the period of
investigation (POI) would be from 1 July 2007 to 31 December 2008.
The Commission announced a preliminary 36.6 percent antidumping duty against Nuctech on 16
December 2009. The final duty was 34 percent and came into force on 14 June 2010. With the
imposition of the antidumping duties, Nuctech’s pricing advantage over Smiths was reduced
significantly. Smiths had managed successfully to use the European antidumping system to raise costs
to a new Chinese rival as a concerted strategy to preserve its dominant position within the EU market.
Note that the emergence of antidumping measures in this instance was not part of a government-led
strategic industrial policy. Instead, it was part of a firm-led initiative by the incumbent to ward off an
entrant supported by industrial policy. The Commission, for its part, responded because it was forced
to do so after receiving Smiths’ petition and not necessarily as part of an active strategy to provide
support to an embattled domestic producer.
3.4 Chinese Antidumping Action in Response
After being hit with antidumping duties in an export market, note that Nuctech had at least two
potential responses (which are not mutually exclusive). One option would be to lobby the Chinese
government to file a WTO dispute against the government imposing the duties. A second option,
discussed earlier, is to file its own antidumping case in its home market against its competitor in order
to trigger tit-for-tat retaliatory duties. For now, we refrain from a discussion of other potential
options.31
Had Nuctech pursued the first option, it would have lobbied the Chinese Ministry of Commerce
(“MOFCOM”) to file a WTO dispute against the EU for the imposition of its antidumping duties. In
recent years, China has filed several such cases and prevailed on multiple occasions.32 However, this
strategy is subject to several constraints and potential disadvantages. The most important of these is
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Ibid. at ¶83.
Protocol on the Accession of the People’s Republic of China, para. 15.
Official Journal, L150/3 at para. 17; see also World Trade Organization, Semi-Annual Report Under Article 16.4 of the
Agreement, European Communities, G/ADP/N/188/EEC, 6 Nov. 2009, at 3.
In Subsection 5.1, we will draw attention briefly to other available options, such as limiting purchases through
government procurement (for WTO members that are not party to the GPA).
See Appellate Body Report, WT/DS397/AB/R, 15 July 2011, adopted 28 July 2011; Panel Report, European Union —
Anti-Dumping Measures on Certain Footwear from China, WT/DS405/R, 28 Oct. 2011, adopted 22 Feb. 2012.
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that the government must be able to craft a plausible argument that the Commission’s actions were
inconsistent with the EU’s WTO obligations. If not, then no matter how hard Nuctech lobbies,
MOFCOM might not be willing to expend resources for a case. Secondly, WTO disputes typically
take multiple years to resolve. Firms, in the meantime, must be able to endure the impact of the higher
antidumping duties, while their competitors benefit from the relative change in costs.
The second option, which can be executed as an alternative or in addition to the first option of a
WTO dispute, was for Nuctech to initiate its own petition with the Chinese government to impose
antidumping duties against Smiths in its own domestic market. This strategy has several advantages.
First, the time necessary for a domestically administered antidumping case is far shorter than for a
WTO dispute. Second, preliminary duties can be imposed before the conclusion of the case, meaning
that the case will result in economic harm for its competitor and a change in the relative costs borne by
each party much more quickly. Third, the case is decided by one’s own national authorities rather than
before an international panel. However, as was true of the first option, this strategy is also subject to
certain constraints, and therefore, potential disadvantages. The most important of these is that one
must be able to prove all of the required legal elements, as set forth in the ADA, for an antidumping
duty. Otherwise, one’s own government will not be able to impose antidumping duties in line with its
WTO obligations. In addition, the domestic market must be large enough and its competitor’s share
within this market must be significant enough for the retaliatory antidumping duties to be sufficiently
costly for one’s competitor. Under this option (and unlike a successful outcome in the first option), the
antidumping duties remain in place in the export market.
Nuctech decided to proceed with the second option. We do not know the extent to which the first
option was also considered but it might not have been because there was not an apparent WTO
violation by the Commission. Pursuing an antidumping case against Smiths might also be a preferable
option for the Chinese government if support for Nuctech was indeed part of a wider industrial policy
seeking to expand domestic production in this relatively high value-added sector.
Nuctech filed a petition with MOFCOM for an antidumping investigation on x-ray scanners from
the European Union on 28 August 2009, some seven months after the EU’s own antidumping
investigation. The relevant products were within the Chinese HS category 9022.19.10. MOFCOM
determined that the period of investigation (POI) for dumping would be 1 January 2008 to 31
December 2008 while the POI for injury to the domestic industry making the like product would be 1
January 2006 to 31 December 2008. The only exporter investigated in the dumping case was Smiths.
Smiths provided responses to MOFCOM’s questionnaires that were used to determine the possible
dumping margins.
The investigated products in China – X-ray Scanners included non-medical x-ray scanning
equipment. Note that the products covered in the two antidumping cases are slightly different. The
Chinese dumping notice stipulates that the product included systems using more than 100 KeV while
the EU announcement focuses on products with more than 250 KeV. This distinction will prove to be
very important for the WTO litigation to come.
On 9 June 2010, MOFCOM announced a provisional dumping margin of 48.2 percent for Smiths.
The pronouncement came only five days before the final antidumping duty of 34 percent announced
by the European Commission in its own investigation of Nuctech. Seven months later, on 23 January
2011, MOFCOM announced a final antidumping duty of 33.5 percent for Smiths. 33
What should we make of these patterns of counter-investigation and the nearly identical final duties
imposed by China? Again, the process is foremost firm-driven. The move to bring antidumping duties
within the arsenal of tools used to support Nuctech is one that was initiated by Nuctech itself. Faced
33

Ministry of Commerce, 关于原产于欧盟的进口X射线安全检查设备反倾销案最终调查结论 (Final Determination
Concerning Anti-Dumping Duties on Imports of X-Ray Security Equipment from the European Union), 2011 Circular
No. 1, 23 Jan. 2011.
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with the prospect of being hurt by antidumping duties initiated by Smiths in the EU, Nuctech decided
to fight back by petitioning to have similar duties imposed against Smiths in China.
While the actions in both Brussels and Beijing were clearly firm-driven, a question remains as to
the role of the state in these actions. Were they simply passive actors? Did they take action only
because they are required to do so in response to a domestic firm’s petition for antidumping cases, as
set forth in their own domestic laws and regulations? There are some hints to suggest that this indeed
may have been the case. Nuctech relied upon the same Chinese law firm to defend its European and
Chinese antidumping cases. When others have criticized the Chinese government for undertaking
retaliatory antidumping cases, the offensive cases generally have been handled by one of the two
dominant petitioners’ law firms in China and not the law firm that handled Nuctech’s cases. The fact
that the follow-up case was not organized through the usual pattern may suggest that Nuctech (and/or
its corporate law firm) was the key driver of the retaliatory action in China rather than the Chinese
government.
However, given the close links between Nuctech and the government, it is difficult to rule out
entirely the possibility that the Chinese government actively participated in the decision to file the
antidumping case. If true, this pattern of government-sponsored tit-for-tat action is certainly not
consistent with the spirit of the WTO system in which antidumping duties are to be used only in
response to “unfair” trading practices and not as a retaliatory measure against another country’s trade
action. To the extent that one has a problem with another country’s trade actions, the WTO encourages
the parties to resolve it diplomatically through consultations and turn to the Dispute Settlement Body
if these consultations do not resolve the issue.34
Of course, we do not mean to necessarily single out China for potential bad behavior. As
commentators have noted in Bown (2011), several WTO members have engaged in tit-for-tat
retaliatory trade actions in response to trade remedies. To the extent that the actions are governmentdriven, the Chinese government is simply behaving in a similar manner as other major trading powers.
Moreover, we cannot be certain that the actions here are government-sponsored. All we can note is
that the firm that brought forward the action had close ties to the government and appears to have been
supported through active strategic industrial policy. Most likely, both the firm and the government
played active roles in triggering the problematic behavior that resulted in the WTO case – with the
exact distribution between the two difficult for any outsider to discern.
Nevertheless, the overall point to note here is that the patterns of behavior are very different than
those posited in the conventional account. Antidumping duties were not originally part of China’s
strategic industrial policy for championing a domestic firm in the x-ray scanners market. Antidumping
duties probably entered into the Chinese government’s calculus of how best to support Nuctech only
after the EU imposed antidumping duties. The incorporation of antidumping duties into a
government’s industrial policy therefore may be a reactive development rather than one proactively
crafted by economic policymakers. Furthermore, the actions of domestic firms and foreign
governments may play a more important role in triggering this development than suggested in the
existing literature.
This case study therefore highlights the fact that the conventional account is not the only path by
which antidumping measures become enmeshed with a strategic industrial policy. The pathways are
much varied. It is not always the case that the state simply takes the lead in using antidumping duties
to protect an infant industry or salvage a dying one from import competition. This is even the case in
China, where the state plays a relatively proactive role in the economy. Firms themselves may take the
lead in introducing antidumping measures into the mix. This may be in reaction to another country’s
industrial policy or as a tit-for-tat response to another country’s actions against it. Altogether, the
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WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding, art. 23.
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dynamic between states and firms in drawing the two elements of antidumping and industrial policy
into play is much more complex than that acknowledged to date.

4. How WTO Litigation Factors Into This Account: The China – X-Ray Equipment Panel
Report
This article so far has focused primarily on how antidumping measures and strategic industrial policy
are intertwined. The interactions discussed in the earlier sections play out primarily in domestic
administrative proceedings. Because actions taken by domestic antidumping authorities can be
challenged before the WTO Dispute Settlement Body, decisions taken by the WTO have the potential
to alter the impact of an antidumping measure taken in conjunction with a strategic industrial policy.
In Section 4, we first provide an overview of the EU’s complaint and how this case fits into the
broader trend of WTO litigation against China. We then turn to discuss how the Panel resolved the
specific issues alleged in the EU’s complaint. We reserve our normative analysis of the Panel Report
for Section 5.
Our key point here is that WTO litigation can dramatically alter the benefits provided by
antidumping duties to a party in a market where one (or more) of the players is supported by an
industrial policy. The WTO litigation, as this case study demonstrates, does not tackle head-on the
industrial policy instrument that the firms relied upon for its success (i.e., it does not address the
government procurement and soft loan policies that Nuctech may have relied upon). Rather, at issue in
the litigation are antidumping duties that arose as part of a tit-for-tat dynamic in reaction to the
original industrial policy instruments.
The other point is that while the WTO dispute may be high stakes litigation for the specific
economic actors, the legal issues adjudicated are highly technical. They concern a range of treaty
obligations that are both substantive and procedural in nature. This Section demonstrates that it is
partially through a process of wrangling over a series of technical legal issues concerning antidumping
law that WTO members – and their domestic firms – seek to gain a relative advantage over each other
in the competition for a global market.
4.1 The EU’s Complaint
Rather than pressure the EU to ratchet up tensions even further with yet another antidumping measure
against a Chinese product, Smiths opted instead to push the EU to file a WTO complaint against China
over MOFCOM’s antidumping order. The Commission clearly agreed that there was sufficient
evidence that MOFCOM had committed legal errors when undertaking its antidumping investigation
that would cause China to be in violation of its WTO commitments. As we shall see below, the EU
found numerous bases for alleged violations.
The EU requested consultations over China’s antidumping duties against European x-ray security
inspection equipment in late July 2011, six months after the final Chinese antidumping determination.
Consultations were held in mid-September 2011 and again in mid-October 2011 to no avail. On 8
December 2011, the EU requested that a Panel be established to adjudicate the dispute.
The EU complaint alleged violations of several provisions of the ADA, notably Articles 3.1, 3.2,
3.4, 6.2, 6.4, 6.5.1, 6.9, and 12.2.2. To simplify the discussion of the legal issues at stake, we group the
EU’s allegations into three categories of questions:
1. Did Chinese authorities properly perform the injury analysis required for an antidumping
investigation, including inter alia appropriately defining the boundaries of the product scope of
the investigated sector when undertaking its price effects analysis and its analysis of the state of
the domestic industry?
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2. Did Chinese authorities properly perform the causation analysis required for an antidumping
investigation, including properly examining the causal relationship between dumped imports
and injury and analyzing other known factors in its non-attribution analysis?
3. Did Chinese authorities fulfill various WTO requirements on transparency and due process in
handling the antidumping case, including requirements concerning the treatment of nonconfidential information, the disclosure of “essential facts,” and the publication of
methodologies used in the investigation?
Before discussing how the Panel addressed these issues in particular, we wish to highlight how this
case fits with the broader trend of WTO litigation concerning China. China has been a long-standing
target of other countries’ antidumping measures, accounting for a disproportionate share of global
antidumping actions.35 Not surprisingly, China has filed many complaints at the WTO over foreign
antidumping actions (and, more recently, countervailing duties) against Chinese exports.36 In fact,
seven of China’s twelve WTO dispute cases as of 2014 have involved these “unfair” trade restrictions.
In contrast, China is a relative newcomer among major trading countries in applying antidumping
duties; however, in the past fifteen years, it has emerged as a power in its own right.37 Through 2009,
the actions of Chinese authorities on antidumping investigations went unchallenged at the WTO. None
of the first seventeen WTO complaints filed against China concerned antidumping. However, this
pattern has shifted remarkably in recent years. Of the fourteen complaints filed against China between
2010 and 2014, half have concerned China’s antidumping regime.38 This case falls into this trend.
As mentioned, the Panel Report in China – X-Ray Equipment represents only the second time that
the WTO dispute settlement body has issued a formal ruling on Chinese antidumping procedures. We
expect several more WTO challenges and rulings in the near future, given the importance of the
Chinese market and the increasing willingness of China’s trading partners to challenge its antidumping
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See various chapters of Bown (2011) and data available at Bown (2014).
For a list of completed cases filed against the European Union, see note 32 above. The cases filed against the United
States and already completed include: Appellate Body Report, United States — Definitive Anti-Dumping and
Countervailing Duties on Certain Products from China, WT/DS379/AB/R, 11 Mar. 2011, adopted 25 Mar. 2011; Panel
Report, United States — Certain Measures Affecting Imports of Poultry from China, WT/DS392/R, 29 Sept. 2010,
adopted 25 Oct. 2010; Appellate Body Report, United States – Measures Affecting Imports of Certain Passenger Vehicles
and Light Tyre Trucks from China, WT/DS399/AB/R, 5 Sept. 2011, adopted 5 Oct. 2011; Panel Report, United States —
Anti-Dumping Measures on Shrimp and Diamond Sawblades from China, WT/DS422/R, 8 June 2012, adopted 23 July
2012; Panel Report, United States —Countervailing Duty Measures on Certain Products from China, WT/DS437/ R, 14
July 2014; Appellate Body Report, United States —Countervailing and Anti-Dumping Measures on Certain Products
from China, WT/DS449/AB/R, 7 July 2014, adopted 22 July 2014. A Panel has been composed, as of this writing, in
United States — Certain Methodologies and their Application to Anti-Dumping Proceedings Involving China (DS471).
Cases which did not proceed to the Panel stage include: United States — Preliminary Anti-Dumping and Countervailing
Duty Determinations on Coated Free Sheet Paper from China (DS368) and European Union and Certain Member States
– Certain Measures Affecting the Renewable Energy Generation Sector (DS452).
See Chandra (2011) for a useful general discussion about Chinese antidumping patterns as of 2009. Bown (2014)
documents that there were 203 antidumping initiations by China between 1997 and November 2012, with 169 occurring
since the PRC joined the WTO in 2001.
Besides China – X-Ray Security Equipment, six other claims have been filed. Of these, three have been completed. See
China – GOES, note 7 above; Panel Report, China — Anti-Dumping and Countervailing Duty Measures on Broiler
Products from the United States, WT/DS427/R, 2 Aug. 2013, adopted 25 Sept. 2013; Panel Report, China — AntiDumping and Countervailing Duties on Certain Automobiles from the United States, WT/DS440/R, 23 May 2014,
adopted 18 June 2014; One dispute did not proceed to the Panel stage: China — Provisional Anti-Dumping Duties on
Certain Iron and Steel Fasteners from the European Union (DS407). Two claims, both related to China – Measures
Imposing Anti-Dumping Duties on High-Performance Stainless Steel Seamless Tubes (“HP-SSST”) (DS454 and DS460),
are ongoing, as of this writing.
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practices before the WTO.39 Just as American and European antidumping practices have been shaped
through an iterative discourse with the WTO, so too will China’s in the coming years.
On 26 February 2013, the Panel circulated its final report in the dispute. The EU prevailed on most,
but not all, of its claims against China. In the following sub-section, we discuss the Panel’s rulings on
the three major sets of claims raised by the EU.
4.2 Injury Analysis – ADA Articles 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4
The EU claimed that MOFCOM, when examining price undercutting and price suppression40 as part of
its injury analysis, did not base its findings “on an objective examination of positive evidence” and
consequently, China had violated its obligations under Articles 3.1 and 3.2 of the ADA. 41 At the heart
of this debate is the question of how an investigating authority is to segment the product market /
industry when performing the price analysis necessary to determine injury.
MOFCOM made its finding of price undercutting and price suppression by comparing the annual
weighted average unit prices of all dumped imports with the annual weighed average unit process of
all domestic sales.42 In examining whether Nuctech suffered injury as a result of Smiths’ actions,
MOFCOM did not request Nuctech to provide transaction-specific data or data on a model-by-model
basis.43 The EU noted that there are, however, important differences between “low energy” and “high
energy” scanners, and that MOFCOM erred by not taking these differences into account.44 In
particular, the EU noted that there were no exports of “high energy” scanners from the EU during the
period of investigation.45 China’s failure to take this fact into account, the EU contended, meant that
the price analysis methodology undertaken by MOFCOM was flawed since inadequate steps were
taken to ensure that the prices compared were in fact comparable.46
China argued that MOFCOM did consider Smiths’ arguments concerning “high energy” and “low
energy” scanners and concluded that they were “like” products.47 It cited the prior WTO ruling in EC
– Salmon (Norway) 48 noting that so long as an investigating authority finds the broad basket of goods
under investigation and the broad basket of domestic goods to be “like,” this is sufficient; it need not
be the case that each good within the basket of domestic goods be “like” each of the products under
investigation.49 Furthermore, it noted that Smiths had only raised the issue of comparability in the
context of the scope of products under investigation, but not as part of the price undercutting or
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Thomas Prusa and Edwin Vermulst discuss the subsequent Panel ruling in China – Boiler Products (DS427) in this
volume. Another Panel report has been issued in China – Autos (US) (DS440), while the China – HP-SSST disputes is
ongoing as of this writing. See note 38 above.
Note that the parties disagreed as to whether MOFCOM made a finding of price suppression or price depression. The EU
argued that MOFCOM’s finding was one of price depression, while China argued that it was one of price suppression.
The Panel found it unnecessary to decide this issue, noting that if MOFCOM maintains that it made a finding of price
suppression, then the Panel would proceed on the basis of that label. See Panel Report, China – X-Ray Equipment, paras.
7.20, 7.28, and 7.52-7.54. This article follows the same approach.
Ibid., para. 7.30.
Ibid., para. 7.34.
Ibid. para. 7.36.
Ibid., para. 7.16.
Ibid., para. 7.30.
Ibid., para. 7.16.
Ibid., para. 7.65.
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Panel Report, European Communities – Anti-Dumping Measure on Farmed Salmon from Norway, WT/DS337/R,
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Specifically, China made reference to paras. 7.13-7.76 of the Panel Report in EC – Salmon (Norway).
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suppression analysis.50 Nor had Smiths provided the data necessary for MOFCOM to undertake a
model-by-model price comparison. Thus, China argued that given the circumstances, MOFCOM’s use
of the weighted average methodology was reasonable and appropriate.51
The Panel rejected China’s arguments and sided with the EU. It did not accept China’s argument
that its approach was reasonable given the circumstances, noting that even if Smiths had provided such
data, it would be impossible for MOFCOM to perform the proper analysis because it had not requested
such pricing data from Nuctech.52 Because MOFCOM had failed to demonstrate its willingness to
undertake the proper methodological adjustments (regardless of whether data was forthcoming or not),
the Panel concluded that “MOFCOM’s price undercutting and price suppression analyses . . . were not
based on an objective examination of positive evidence.”53 Consequently, the Panel ruled that “China
acted inconsistently with Articles 3.1 and 3.2 of the [ADA] by failing to ensure that the prices it was
comparing as part of its price effects analysis were actually comparable.”54
In addition, the EU asserted that China had further erred in its injury analysis because MOFCOM
did not base its finding on positive evidence about the state of the domestic industry. 55 Consequently,
the EU alleged that China also violated its obligations under Articles 3.1 and 3.4 of the ADA. In
particular, the EU drew attention to discrepancies between the data cited by MOFCOM and (1) the
data supplied by Nuctech in its petition and questionnaire and (2) the data in publicly available
documents, such as Nuctech’s parent company annual reports and agency filings.56
The Panel sided with China on this issue. While acknowledging that there were indeed
discrepancies, the Panel noted that the relevant question was “whether the European Union has
established a prima facie case that the evidence upon which MOFCOM relied in making its injury
determination was not of an affirmative, objective and verifiable character and was not credible.”57
The Panel held that the EU had failed to present adequate evidence to make this case. In particular, the
Panel noted that it was not convinced by the EU’s suggestion that the provided data could not have
been modified properly and that the EU had not demonstrated that the data, assuming it was modified,
was not credible.58
The EU further alleged that China had acted inconsistently with ADA Articles 3.1 and 3.4 because
MOFCOM did not examine all of the factors listed in Article 3.4 as required for the injury analysis.59
In particular, the EU drew attention to the fact that MOFCOM had failed to examine “the magnitude
of the margin of dumping.”60 In response, China noted that MOFCOM had listed the magnitude of the
margins of dumping for Smiths and other producers in two sections of its final determination, thereby
suggesting that MOFCOM had indeed considered this factor.61 The Panel rejected China’s argument
by noting that a mere listing of the facts was insufficient evidence of consideration of the factor by the
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Panel Report, China – X-Ray Equipment, para. 7.40.
Ibid., para. 7.93.
Ibid., para. 7.94.
Ibid., para. 7.97.
Ibid.
Ibid., para. 7.98.
Ibid., para. 7.141.
Ibid., para. 7.149.
Ibid., para. 7.167.
Ibid., para. 7.178.
Ibid.
Ibid., para. 7.182.
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investigating authority.62 Therefore, the Panel also concluded that China had acted inconsistently with
ADA Articles 3.1 and 3.4 because MOFCOM failed to demonstrate that it had evaluated the
magnitude of the margins of dumping in its injury analysis.63
Finally, the EU noted that MOFCOM failed to provide a compelling explanation for why it found
injury to the domestic industry when nine of the sixteen indicia of the state of the industry were found
to be positive rather than negative.64 The Panel agreed with the EU that MOFCOM’s treatment of
these sixteen factors “did not reflect an objective examination of the evidence.” 65 Consequently, it
decided that China had also violated its obligations under Articles 3.1 and 3.4 of the ADA on this
basis.66 The Panel’s view was that, rather than simply listing the factors and the trends observed,
MOFCOM should have explicitly analyzed each of the sixteen factors and assigned them appropriate
weights in its overall injury analysis.67 The Panel held that MOFCOM’s error was one of methodology
rather than substantive explanation; the Panel did not think it necessary to decide whether MOFCOM
was obliged to provide a more compelling explanation than that which had been given.68
To summarize, with respect to the injury analysis, the Panel found that several of MOFCOM’s
actions were inconsistent with China’s treaty obligations as set forth in the ADA. The most significant
findings were those concerning the industry definition used by MOFCOM. We will return to examine
this issue in our analysis in Section 5.
4.3 Causation Analysis – ADA Articles 3.1 and 3.5
The EU also argued that China violated Articles 3.1 and 3.5 of the ADA “because MOFCOM failed to
make an objective determination, on the basis of all relevant evidence before it that the dumped
imports were, through the effects of dumping, causing injury.”69 In other words, the EU suggested that
shortcomings in MOFCOM’s injury analysis also led it to perform an improper causation analysis.
The Panel ruled that MOFCOM had erred in its price analyses because it failed to take into account
differences across the products (i.e., between “high energy” and “low energy” scanners), and the Panel
agreed that “flaws in the price effects analysis also undermine MOFCOM’s conclusion on the causal
link between the subject imports and the injury suffered by the industry.”70
Again, the issue of industry definition and proper product differentiation proves fatal for China.
Not only did MOFCOM’s actions here cause China to be in violation of its WTO obligations
concerning the ADA’s requirements for the injury analysis, but they also led to violations of China’s
obligations concerning how the causation analysis should be performed.
The Panel also found MOFCOM’s conclusion that dumped imports were the only cause of injury
over the period of investigation to be problematic. Given that the price of the domestic good continued
to be lower than that of imports, the Panel asked why couldn’t Nuctech simply increase its prices at
least to the level of Smiths’ prices.71 Was it the case that other factors, besides dumping, were also at
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Ibid., para. 7.183.
Ibid., para. 7.185.
Ibid., paras. 7.210 & 7.214.
Ibid., paras. 7.215-7.216.
Ibid., paras. 7.215-7.216.
Ibid., para. 7.215.
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Ibid., para. 7.218.
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work in causing Nuctech’s injury? The fact that MOFCOM did not address this issue in its final
determination, the Panel found, suggested that MOFCOM “did not conduct an objective examination
of the evidence” in violation of ADA Articles 3.1 and 3.5.72
In addition, the EU also argued that MOFCOM failed to consider the relevance of other known
factors as part of its non-attribution analysis. WTO law requires that, in the course of determining
whether dumped imports are causing injury to the domestic industry, the investigating authority is
obligated to “examine any known factors other than the dumped imports which at the same time are
injuring the domestic industry.”73 The EU alleged that MOFCOM ignored five known factors raised
by interested parties, “namely (i) the impact of the global financial crisis; (ii) fair competition between
Nuctech and other producers; (iii) Nuctech’s aggressive business expansion; (iv) Nuctech’s aggressive
pricing policy; and (v) Nuctech’s start-up situation.”74 China, in turn, argued that before MOFCOM
was obliged to consider any of these known factors, Smiths was obliged to present evidence that these
factors were causing injury to Nuctech and had failed to do so.75
With respect to the first and last of the five factors put forward by the EU, the Panel sided with
China. It noted that MOFCOM’s handling of the factors was sufficient, given the arguments put
forward by Smiths.76 The Panel sided with the EU on the three remaining issues. It concluded that
“MOFCOM did not adequately engage with the evidence and arguments submitted by Smiths to the
effect that Nuctech could not offer the same products as Smiths, or could not offer products of the
same quality.”77 The Panel further determined that MOFCOM should have also considered the impact
of Nuctech’s capacity expansion and its rising inventories,78 as well as investigated further the
possibility that Nuctech was pursuing an aggressive pricing strategy as alleged by Smiths.79
Overall, although the Panel did not agree with all of the EU’s arguments concerning causationrelated claims, it found several of them to be valid. Specifically, the Panel specified three
shortcomings: (1) MOFCOM had relied on a WTO-inconsistent price effects analysis and injury
findings for its causation analysis; (2) it “failed to consider certain ‘known factors’”; and (3) it “failed
to consider evidence relating to other factors that it did explicitly consider, in its non-attribution
analysis.”80 Consequently, the Panel concluded that China had acted inconsistently with its WTO
requirements, as set forth in ADA Articles 3.1 and 3.5, in determining that Smiths’ dumping had
caused injury to Nuctech.
4.4 Issues Concerning Transparency and Due Process – ADA Articles 6.5, 6.9, and 12.2
The EU also raised a series of issues alleging procedural shortcomings by MOFCOM. First, the EU
challenged MOFCOM’s handling of non-confidential information submitted by Nuctech. A petitioner
in an antidumping case often must submit information that it considers confidential. To ensure that the
respondent has a chance to file an effective rebuttal, WTO law requires that “[t]he authorities shall
72
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Ibid., para. 7.248.
WTO Antidumping Agreement, art. 3.5.
Panel Report, China – X-Ray Equipment, para. 7.264.
Ibid., para. 7.266.
Ibid., paras. 7.268-7.271 and 7.292-7.296.
Ibid., para. 7.280.
Ibid., paras. 7.285-7.286.
Ibid., para. 7.291. In response to China’s argument that Smiths had not provided evidence of Nuctech’s pricing strategy,
the Panel responded that “given the highly confidential nature of a company’s pricing strategy, any evidence from a
competitor regarding the existence of a particular pricing policy will necessarily be circumstantial.” In the Panel’s view,
Smiths had presented such circumstantial evidence to MOFCOM in the form of a pricing study.
Ibid., paras. 7.297-7.299.
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require interested parties providing confidential information to furnish non-confidential summaries . . .
in sufficient detail to permit a reasonable understanding of the substance of the information submitted
in confidence.”81 The law contains an exception for “exceptional circumstances” in which “such
information is not susceptible of summary.”82 When invoked, the authorities must provide a statement
explaining why summarization is not possible.83
Smiths exported four models of x-ray scanners to China. In the non-confidential summary provided
to Smiths, MOFCOM had allowed Nuctech to designate the models that Nuctech alleged were being
dumped as simply “Model 1” and “Model 2.” China contended that Smiths, on the basis of the
information provided, should have been able to figure out the two models being referenced since
Smiths exported only four models.84 The EU, however, argued that this labeling failed to meet the
requirements of Article 6.5.1.85 The Panel agreed with the EU, noting that it was the investigating
authority’s responsibility to require “the interested party furnishing the information to provide a
summary thereof, rather than requiring the other party to infer, derive, or piece together a possible
summary of the confidential information.”86 The Panel also upheld the EU’s claim that the nonconfidential summaries provided by Nuctech of relevant Exhibits and responses to questions were also
inadequate.87
The EU also raised an objection to MOFCOM’s failure to provide a summary of certain
confidential information submitted by the Public Security Bureau (PSB) of the Civil Aviation
Administration. China claimed that MOFCOM had received an oral explanation from the PSB about
why its information could not be summarized and argued that it did not provide this explanation
because the reasons themselves were confidential.88 The Panel rejected China’s argument, stating that
China nevertheless should have explicitly invoked the “exceptional circumstances” exception and
provided a “statement of the reasons why summarization of the underlying confidential information
was not possible.”89
Second, the EU claimed that MOFCOM failed to disclose certain essential facts that formed the
basis of its decision to apply definitive antidumping duties.90 The EU accused MOFCOM of
inadequate disclosure in four instances.91 The Panel accepted the EU’s arguments in three of the four
instances.92 In two of these instances, the Panel decided that MOFCOM was not obliged to disclose as
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Ibid., paras. 7.366-7.369
Ibid., para. 7.371.
Ibid., para. 7.378.
These alleged failures to disclose involved: (1) the underlying data and methodology used by MOFCOM in its price
analysis; (2) adjustments made by MOFCOM to the export price in respect of sales to an affiliated distributor; (3) the
data and adjustments applied by MOFCOM in determining Smiths’ margin of dumping; and (4) the facts available used
by MOFCOM to establish the residual antidumping rate. See ibid.
Ibid., paras. 7.411, 7.426, and 7.421. The one instance where the Panel rejected the EU’s argument altogether concerned
the EU’s claim that MOFCOM had failed to disclose essential facts pertaining to the basis on which the affiliated
distributor adjustment to export price was made. Ibid., para. 7.415.
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much as the EU had contended, but that MOFCOM’s disclosures were nevertheless inadequate.93 The
Panel consequently held that China was in violation of its obligations under Article 6.9 of the ADA.
Finally, the EU challenged China on the basis of shortcomings concerning the public notice
provided by government authorities. The chapeau of Article 12.2 of the ADA provides that the
government, when issuing any preliminary or final determination, “shall set forth . . . in sufficient
detail the findings and conclusions reached on all issues of fact and law considered material by the
investigating authorities.” Furthermore, the first sentence of ADA Article 12.2.2 provides that the
“public notice of conclusion . . . of an investigation in the case of an affirmative determination
providing for the imposition of a definitive duty . . . shall contain, or otherwise make available through
a separate report, all relevant information on the matters of fact and law and reasons which have led to
the imposition of final measures . . .” The second sentence then provides that “the notice or report
shall contain . . . reasons for the acceptance or rejection of relevant arguments or claims made by
exporters or importers . . . .”
The EU made two sets of claims regarding Chinese violations of Article 12.2.2. The EU claimed
that MOFCOM’s public notice failed to include relevant information concerning the price effects
analysis, the margin of dumping established for Smiths, and the residual antidumping duty.94 The
Panel found that MOFCOM had failed to “provide relevant information regarding its price effects
analysis and its determination of the residual rate.”95 However, it rejected the EU’s claims that
calculations of the dumping margin and residual rate must be included in the public notice.96 On this
last question, the Panel’s holding falls squarely in line with the prior one established in the China –
GOES case.97
The EU also alleged that MOFCOM violated Article 12.2.2 of the ADA by not explaining in its
public notice why it rejected arguments made by Smiths concerning three different issues.98 The
second sentence of Article 12.2.2 requires that the investigating authority includes its rationale for
acceptance or rejection of the parties’ arguments in its public notice, and the Panel emphasized that “it
is particularly important that the ‘reasons’ . . . be set forth in sufficient detail to understand why their
arguments or claims were treated as they were, and to assess whether or not the investigating
authority’s treatment of the relevant issue was consistent with domestic law and/or the WTO
Agreement.”99 The Panel then found that MOFCOM violated this requirement in one of the three
instances, where MOFCOM never addressed an argument raised by Smiths concerning the armslength nature of its sales to affiliated distributors in its final determination.100 However, the Panel
declared that, with respect to arguments raised in the other two instances, either the MOFCOM’s
explanation was sufficient101 or the EU had failed to establish a prima facie case for its claim.102
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These two instances are as follows: First, the Panel decided that MOFCOM was not obliged to disclose the actual
calculations of Smiths’ dumping margin to Smiths, but that it should have disclosed “the price and adjustment data
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Overall, the EU successfully prevailed in a number of transparency-related claims against China.
Ranging from the treatment of non-confidential summaries to the completeness of the public notice
provided, the WTO Panel Report draws attention to deficiencies in the due process and other
procedural protections afforded in administrative litigation before Chinese government authorities.
These may prove relatively straightforward for MOFCOM to fix, but in the meantime, they pose two
consequences. The first is that China will need to undo its antidumping duties against Smiths while
MOFCOM engages in these procedural fixes. The second is that future respondents before MOFCOM
will have access to greater information – an implication that we will explore in greater detail in the
next Section.
4.5 Epilogue
As the above case study demonstrates, WTO litigation provides a means for a WTO member to alter
the impact of antidumping duties used to support (or combat) an exporter supported by industrial
policy. For this strategy to be effective, however, the WTO member must be able to allege that its
trading partner committed certain WTO-inconsistent acts when imposing the antidumping duties.
Inexperienced investigating authorities more commonly commit such acts, although they are by no
means the only ones.103 The EU, in this instance, successfully challenged several of MOFCOM’s acts.
China, by contrast, had chosen earlier not to challenge any of the Commission’s acts.
China also decided to not appeal the Panel Report. The Dispute Settlement Body adopted it on 24
April 2013. Ten months later, on 26 February 2014, MOFCOM terminated the antidumping duty on
Smiths’ x-ray scanners, thereby bringing China into full compliance with the Panel ruling. Table 1
provides a summary of the full timeline of the two antidumping cases as well as the WTO case.

(Contd.)
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Ibid., paras. 7.486 and 7.490.
Actions taken by investigating authorities in both the U.S. and E.U., two established players, have also been successfully
challenged in a number of cases before the WTO, particularly with respect to legal issues requiring judicial clarification /
elaboration.
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Table 1: Timeline of Relevant X-ray Scanner Antidumping Cases between the EU and PRC
Product

"X-ray
Security
China
Inspection
Equipment"

EU

"Certain
Cargo
Scanning
Systems"

HS codes
(Investigated
products fall
within these
codes)

9022.19.10

9022.19.00.00
9022.29.00.10
9027.80.17.10
9030.10.00.91
8705.90.90.10

Petitioning
firm

Nuctech

Smiths

Investigated
exporter

Petition
filing date

Preliminary AD
date (duty
imposed)

Final AD
date (duty
imposed)

Current Status
(June 2014)

Smiths

28 August
2009

9 June 2010
(48.2 percent)

23 Jan.
2011 (33.5
percent)

Terminated on
26 February
2014 in
response to
DSB Panel
report (but
investigation
reopened after
DSB panel
report)

Nuctech

2 Feb.
2009

16 Dec. 2009
(36.6 percent)

14 June
2010 (34
percent)

Remains in
place

23

Notes

Systems using
> 100 KeV

Involves only
cargo scanning
systems > 250
KeV
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WTO litigation therefore serves as a mechanism to dramatically alter the payoffs from employing
antidumping duties in support of an industrial policy. Although the issues litigated are highly
technical, at the end of the day, the litigation result provided Smiths with a clear advantage. Without
the WTO case, both Smiths and Nuctech would continue to face temporary trade barriers in a key
export market. The tit-for-tat antidumping measures seek to neutralize each other out, thereby
allowing any industrial policy at work to continue to exert its impact on the global market. The WTO
ruling, however, changes this dynamic. As of now, only the EU continues to maintain antidumping
duties in an effort to thwart Nuctech from gaining a greater foothold in Smiths’ home market. To the
extent that the Chinese government may be relying upon industrial policy instruments to support
Nuctech, that arsenal does not, at present, include antidumping duties. WTO litigation proved to be an
effective means for the EU to undo Chinese efforts to retaliate against Smiths and reduce the payoffs
from a Chinese industrial policy.
However, the saga may not have come to an end. MOFCOM has announced that it plans to reopen
an investigation on x-ray equipment from the EU. The prospect of continuing tit-for-tat antidumping
sanctions between the EU and China lingers on the horizon.
What the China – X-Ray Equipment case study demonstrates, therefore, is that the relationship
between antidumping duties and industrial policy is much more complex than that posited in the
conventional account. A back-and-forth dynamic exists between states and firms, and between
litigation before domestic administrative agencies and the WTO. Minutiae of WTO law, as discussed
in this Section, can factor in this dynamic, as each side seeks to gain a relative advantage over the
other in the quest for a growing global market.

5. Analysis and Implications
The China – X-Ray Equipment case demonstrates that the alternative mechanisms advanced in Section
2 are not merely theoretical. Antidumping duties do actually become enmeshed with industrial policy
in the manner described earlier – one in which firms take the lead and governments react to support
domestic producers and retaliate against their trading partners. In Section 5, we turn to analyze the
legal and economic implications that arise from the specific case study at hand.
Our analysis emphasizes two key findings: First, we suggest that the strategy of deploying
antidumping duties as a supplemental instrument in support of a strategic industrial policy can prove
effective, at least as far as near-term trade flows are concerned. However, we posit that the strategy
may only work under certain conditions. Second, we suggest that the Panel’s ruling in the China – XRay Equipment case is significant because it attempts to provide greater clarity into what domestic
authorities must do when comparing prices across “like” products during the course of an
investigation. Manipulations of such calculations, as we shall see, can serve as a means to raise
antidumping tariffs to effectuate an industrial policy. While the Panel Report provides greater clarity
as to what is and is not permissible, we argue that several questions remain unresolved in the aftermath
of the Panel’s ruling.
5.1 Are Antidumping Measures an Effective Supplemental Instrument for Strategic Industrial
Policy? Evidence from the Nuctech-Smiths Dispute
We have suggested that the Chinese government may be using trade remedy laws to support a broader
industrial policy goal for the x-ray scanner market though it is unclear whether this is in reaction to a
firm-led initiative or part of a direct partnership between the government and firm. Regardless, what is
clear is that the Chinese government took actions in contravention of its WTO obligations that
benefited its domestic producer through antidumping duties. What triggered this action was the need
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to react forcefully to its trading partner’s antidumping measures designed to prevent a Chinese upstart
from expanding into an established high-tech market.
Can such a strategy work? Past studies have shown that by raising tariffs, antidumping duties can
be an effective tool in reducing imports from a specific foreign competitor.104 They are more effective
in helping the threatened domestic industry when there are not alternative foreign sources easily
available to simply replace the targeted imports. But can they also be an effective tool at countering
the antidumping duties that a trading partner has imposed against a domestic producer supported
through a strategic industrial policy? If so, one should see evidence in trade flows of x-ray scanners
between the EU and China.
One of the case’s complications is that a number of potentially disparate products fall within this
HS category.105 This is, in itself, not unusual in antidumping cases. Many countries investigate imports
based on detailed product descriptions that do not necessarily line up one-to-one with a single HS
code.
In this particular instance, the Chinese 8-digit HS category (9022.19.10) identified in the
investigation includes not only products such as security equipment to examine large truck containers
and railway cars but also airport hand luggage scanners. Whether these are a single “like product” is at
the heart of the WTO dispute, which will be discussed in more detail in the next sub-section.
Nevertheless, we can still examine the relevant data to discern what impact antidumping duties had
on trade flows between the EU and China on the relevant 8-digit product categories in each market.106
Table 2 shows that in the years preceding the antidumping investigations in each market, both the EU
and China were expanding their exports of x-ray scanners into the other’s market.
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See, for example, Konings (2001), Malhotra and Malhotra (2005), as well as selective case studies in Finger and Nogues,
eds. (2005). Note that it is not always the case that trade remedies are effective. Trade remedies typically raise duties on
imports from a subset of trading partners while others still enjoy MFN tariff rates. Therefore, past studies have also
shown that in some instances, a selective increase in tariffs can result in simply shifting imports from one source to
another without substantially helping domestic industry. See, for example, Prusa (1997) and Charnovitz and Hoekman
(2013).
This refers to the coding developed under the Harmonized System maintained by the World Customs Organization used
to account for trade in goods. The codes are organized into categories that cascade from two digits onwards. Up through
six digits, the codes are standardized across WTO members. Beyond six digits, however, WTO members are allowed to
create their own categories. Antidumping measures can be imposed at levels much more granular than the 6-digit level,
and in this particular instance, China’s antidumping measure was imposed at the 8-digit level.
Our thanks to Chad Bown for providing us with the 8-digit trade flows for these categories, which is not available in the
public version of the UN Comtrade database.
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Table 2: EU and China Trade in Non-Medical X-ray Equipment
Antidumping
cases initiated
in both
jurisdictions

Exports to China (HS 9022.19.10)*

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

EU exports to China

13,076

11,274

17,488

26,632

6,414

10,355

3,448

2012

2013

Non-EU exports to China

11,400

21,671

22,517

19,793

14,929

18,653

9,759

All exports to China

24,476

32,945

40,006

46,426

21,343

29,008

13,207

3,957

7,050

2,735

11,870

7,523

4,463

5,248

5,460

8,374

Non-Chinese exports to EU

115,249

112,057

130,921

145,212

104,341

124,185

159,055

169,819

181,339

All exports to EU

119,206

119,107

133,656

157,082

111,864

128,648

164,303

175279

189713

Exports to EU (HS 9022.19.00)**
Chinese exports to EU

* Source: UN Comtrade, Value in thousands of US$
**Source: Eurostat, Value in thousands of euros
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Let us first examine the inroads made by Nuctech into the European market. Official European data
for HS category 9022.19.00 (the most relevant individual category for the case given the EU’s 8-digit
coding) shows a dramatic increase in Chinese exports: a near tripling of import value from €3.96
million in 2005 to €11.87 million in 2008, the year before the antidumping case was initiated in the
EU.107 Nuctech’s success in Europe prompted Smiths to file its antidumping case, triggering the chain
of events at issue in this case.
While Nuctech was making progress penetrating Smiths’ once dominant hold of the European
market, Smiths was not simply standing still. It is important to note this is not the story of yet another
once-dominant Western firm simply being pummeled globally by a new low-cost Chinese entrant
supported by industrial policy. In the years prior to the antidumping case, Smiths too was making
inroads into the Chinese market that Nuctech dominated. UN Comtrade statistics for China show that
the total import value from the EU for the 8-digit product category (HS 9022.19.10) doubled from
$13.1 million in 2005 to $26.6 million in 2008, almost all of which came from Germany (the
production home of the x-ray scanners named in the petition).
The data reported in the preliminary Chinese antidumping decision provides additional details for
the more narrow set of investigated products within the 8-digit HS category. It notes that investigated
EU imports from Germany rose 87 percent from 179 units in 2006 to 336 units in 2008.108 It also
reports that EU imports’ share of the Chinese market for the investigated products rose from 11
percent in 2006 to 16 percent in 2008.109 The relatively modest increase in market share, despite the
significant increase in the volume of European imports, suggests that overall Chinese demand for
these products must have been increasing fairly rapidly in this period. This should not be surprising,
given China’s heavy infrastructure spending in the mid- to late 2000s.
The preliminary Chinese antidumping decision also notes some import pricing data for the period
of investigation that were important in the Panel’s decision. The average unit value reported by
MOFCOM for investigated EU products rose in every year of the investigation: RMB 463,520 in 2006
to RMB 468,313 in 2007 to RMB 504,767 in 2008.110 In contrast, the report notes a fall in domestic
prices of the similar goods of 49 percent from 2006 to 2007 and a further decrease of 47 percent in
2008.111
In short, UN Comtrade data and China’s own report suggest the following important patterns for
the three years prior to the antidumping investigation: (1) the price (unit value) of EU x-ray scanners
was increasing in China; (2) Chinese prices (unit value) for the x-ray scanners were falling; and (3)
EU exports to China nonetheless were increasing. (Note that this combination of factors lies at the
heart of the arguments about whether EU imports could be causing injury to Chinese products.)
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Note that these data are similar but not identical to that noted in the questionnaire response as reported in the EU Official
Journal. The EU Official Journal highlighted the fact that Chinese imports’ share of the EU market for the specific
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What we see from the trade flow statistics in the years prior to the antidumping investigation is that
both European and Chinese producers appeared to be benefiting from expanded opportunities created
by trade. At the same time that exports of European x-ray scanners to China was increasing
dramatically, Chinese x-ray scanners were also making strong progress into the European market.
Table 2 shows that between 2005 and 2008, EU exports to China of the relevant product category
expanded by $13.5 million while Chinese exports to the EU expanded by €7.9 million.112
Nevertheless, this is clearly not how Smiths saw the situation. Despite the fact that its exports to
China were increasing dramatically, it was concerned about the threat it faced from Nuctech in its
home market. Smiths was determined to lessen pressure from its Chinese competitor by filing the
antidumping action against Nuctech in the EU.
The efforts by Smiths and the Commission to restrict Nuctech’s exports to the EU followed a
period when the Chinese market was relatively open to EU x-ray scanner exports. Chinese government
agencies had procured significant volumes of x-ray scanning equipment from the EU in the mid2000s. Although China may have executed an industrial policy to expand domestic production in this
sector, they had not completely shut their market to foreign firms. Instead, they had signed contracts
with foreign incumbents, even as they worked to provide expanded opportunities for the upstart
domestic firm. But if the Europeans were now going to try to shut Nuctech out of its market using
antidumping duties, why not do the same in response?
What impact, then, did the antidumping duties imposed on both parties have on trade flows? As
expected, imports from the affected party dropped dramatically following the imposition of
antidumping duties. Chinese exports of x-ray scanners to the EU in 2010 (i.e., the first full year
following the imposition of provisional antidumping duties by the Commission) fell by 62 percent
from their peak level in 2008, the last full year prior to the antidumping investigation. Similarly,
European exports of x-ray scanners to China in 2011 (i.e., the first full year following the imposition
of provisional antidumping duties by MOFCOM) fell by 87 percent from their peak level in 2008. In
short, the trade statistics suggest that the antidumping duties led to significantly lower imports.
If Nuctech and the Chinese government’s aim was to punish Smiths and the EU for hitting Nuctech
with antidumping duties, then the retaliatory tit-for-tat measures clearly worked. China demonstrated
clearly that it could give as good as it could get. Trying to shut out a rising Chinese upstart, especially
one supported by Chinese industrial policy, was not without consequences for the established
incumbents.
There is, of course, another question: Were the tit-for-tat actions effective in bolstering the
domestic firm’s competitiveness in the aftermath of the antidumping measures imposed against it
overseas? Did the Chinese government provide its upstart producer with a boost by closing off more of
the domestic market as a response to the Smiths’ decision to press the EU for antidumping duties?
Again, the trade flow data suggests the possibility that the answer may be yes. Chinese exports in this
product category fell in 2009 and 2010 subsequent to imposition of antidumping duties. However,
Chinese exports to the EU have rebounded significantly, and in 2013, they reached 70 percent of their
value prior to the antidumping duties.
These results suggest that if a government is seeking to counter the negative impact of an
antidumping action imposed by a trading partner on its producer, a retaliatory tit-for-tat antidumping
measure in the same market can “work.” Retaliation is effective in the sense that it can alter patterns of
trade positively, at least in the near term, for the domestic firm. However, it is important to note two
caveats: First, the likelihood of success associated with such a strategy may depend, among other
things, on the size of the domestic market of the upstart. If it is significantly large, as in the case of
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China, then additional protection afforded by the tit-for-tat measure can provide a boost to offset the
harm suffered from the antidumping measure imposed overseas by the incumbent’s government.
Second, depending on the market, one need not turn necessarily to antidumping measures as a means
of retaliation and assistance to the upstart domestic firm. Other policy instruments, such as
government procurement, may also exist, especially for sectors heavily reliant on government
contracts and for governments that are not signatories to the GPA. In that sense, this may again be
further evidence that the process here was at least partially firm-driven rather than purely governmentdriven.
5.2. Price Comparisons in an Injury Investigation: Lingering Questions Left Unresolved by the
Panel Report
The China – X-Ray Scanners decision is also significant in its attempt to clarify open questions over
how authorities in antidumping investigations are to perform price comparisons when assessing injury
pursuant to Article 3 of the ADA. Below, we explain the significance of this issue and attempt to
highlight its importance. We suggest that the Panel was correct to take steps to clarify the legal
discipline, but we argue that it did not spell out enough. We end by highlighting several questions left
unanswered by the Panel ruling.
The question of the scope of the product under investigation is a key element of any antidumping
investigation. Investigators must resolve this question before they can assess whether dumping is
occurring and whether it is causing injury to the domestic producer to require the imposition of
antidumping duties. Their decision, in turn, will affect several elements of the investigation, including
what data are collected from which set of firms, foreign and domestic.
The ADA provides inadequate guidance on how investigating authorities are to define “like”
products. ADA Article 2.6 simply states that the “like product shall be interpreted to mean a product
that is identical, i.e., alike in all respects to the product under consideration . . . .” WTO Panels have
afforded investigating authorities broad discretion, but as the Panel ruling in China – X-ray Equipment
makes clear, there are limits to this discretion.
During the investigation, Smiths and MOFCOM vehemently disagreed over the proper product
scope for the investigation. Smiths claimed that low-energy and high-energy scanners are distinct
goods on account of differences in their physical characteristics, end-uses, technological features,
mechanical features, manufacturing processes, and prices.113 Furthermore, Smiths asserted that the two
do not compete against each other. As Smiths exported only low-energy scanners during the period of
investigation, Smiths argued that high-energy scanners should be excluded from the product scope
under investigation.114 MOFCOM, on the other hand, disagreed, and considered both high- and lowenergy scanners as part of its investigation, which contributed to its finding of injury to Nuctech on
account of price undercutting and suppression from Smiths’ imports.
The energy level of scanners is measured in kiloelectronvolt (keV). Low-energy scanners, for
example, are the ones used to scan luggage at an airport or bags at a subway station. High-energy
scanners, on the other hand, are the ones used to scan railcars and trucks. The prices between low- and
high-energy scanners differ greatly because of complexity and size. The EU maintained that these are
two distinct categories; a consumer for one would never consider the other when making its purchases.
China, on the other hand, argued that “there is ‘no hard and clear dividing line” between high- and
low-energy scanners, but rather a ‘single continuum’” of scanners.115
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Note that this issue is by no means specific to x-ray scanners. Consider, for example, flat-screen
monitors. Are there two distinct categories – small flat-screen monitors, for example, used with home
computers, and large flat-screen monitors used to project information at airports? Or is there a single
continuum of flat-screen monitors? In each of these instances, there are clear distinctions between the
categories, including in terms of price and consumer end-use. But are the differences distinct enough
such that they should not be considered “like” products? If so, how does one draw the line between
categories? For x-ray scanners, is it at 250 KeV, 300 KeV, or some other level? Similarly, for flatscreen monitors, do we divide the two categories at 16 inches, 30 inches, or some other level?
The question is to what extent decisions made on such questions by administrative agencies in
domestic litigation should be subject to review by the WTO. In the past, the WTO has shown itself to
be very reluctant to challenge the line-drawing determinations of domestic authorities. For example, in
another recent case, EU – Footwear, the tables were turned, with China challenging the EU’s
determination in an antidumping case on Chinese footwear. The Commission had decided to lump
adult dress shoes, children’s leather sandals, and low-end athletic shoes into the scope of the product
investigation, but not high-end athletic shoes. The dividing line, according to the Commission, was
€7.50 per pair; special-technology athletic shoes above this price were excluded from the investigation
whereas those below it were included.116 China challenged the EU’s line-drawing when determining
the scope of products under investigation, but lost. The Panel reaffirmed earlier decisions suggesting
that it did not have the authority to review the domestic administrative agency’s determination of the
product scope under investigation through ADA Article 2.6.117
Note that from an economist’s point-of-view, substitutability in consumption is a key factor in
determining product grouping. Economic analysis would suggest that adult formal shoes and
children’s sandals are very distinct products and should not be grouped together. On the other hand, it
is unclear that this is the case with high-end athletic shoes. An adult male would never consider
children’s footwear for a stroll around town but might choose athletic shoes. If the dividing line is
drawn at €7.50 per pair for athletic shoes, then the burden would appear to fall on the authority
drawing this line to show that a consumer would only substitute shoes below this line but not above it.
Yet, that was not the approach embraced by the WTO in EU – Footwear. Instead, the earlier Panel left
investigating authorities with wide discretion in determining “like” products and in deciding where to
draw the line in deciding to exclude a sub-category of the “like” product.
While the China – X-Ray Equipment case also involves line drawing, we draw attention to the fact
that it has the opposite fact pattern. In EU – Footwear, the litigant (China) asserted that the defendant
(the EU) had improperly drawn a line to sub-divide a product category, thereby causing the product
scope under investigation to be too narrow and discriminating against its producers’ interest. In
contrast, in the case at hand, the litigant (the EU) asserted that the defendant (China) had improperly
failed to draw a line to sub-divide a product category, thereby causing the scope to be too wide and
discriminating against its producers’ interest.
Possibly on account of the lessons learned from China’s failed litigation claims in EU – Footwear,
the EU decided not to challenge China on MOFCOM’s determination that low- and high-energy x-ray
scanners are “like” products.118 EU litigators did not argue, as Smiths had, that the two categories are
distinct and MOFCOM was wrong to lump the two together. They avoided making any allegation that
China violated ADA Article 2.6. Instead, the EU mounted a more indirect attack.
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The EU noted that “there is a wide and recognisable gap between high- and low-energy scanners,”
leading to “very large disparities in price.”119 However, it did not then proceed to argue that this gap
should have been the basis for excluding high-energy scanners from the investigation altogether.
Instead, the EU simply asserted that MOFCOM should have taken these price disparities into account
when conducting its price undercutting and price suppression analyses and that its failure to do so
violated Article 3.2 of the ADA.120
When it comes to the question of how investigating authorities are to compare prices during an
injury analysis, the ADA is relatively silent. This stands in sharp contrast to the related question of
how price comparisons are to be done as part of the calculation of the dumping margin. The second
sentence of Article 3.2, which covers the injury analysis, simply states that authorities are to consider
price undercutting and price suppression without any mention of how this is to be done.121 On the
other hand, ADA Article 2.4.2, which pertains to the calculation of the dumping margin, sets forth in
excruciating detail the permissible methodology for price comparisons.122 The law’s meaning has been
further clarified through a long line of jurisprudence surrounding questions of zeroing.
Past WTO Panels, however, have made clear that the law on price comparisons for dumping
margin calculations cannot be simply transposed to Article 3 and the injury analysis. 123 However, the
law on price comparisons for the injury analysis has not been well-established by subsequent
jurisprudence. In China – GOES, the Appellate Body simply agreed that the Panel below was correct
in declaring that “an investigating authority must ensure comparability between prices that are being
compared” as part of the injury analysis.124 How specifically this is to be done was a question left for a
future case.
China – X-Ray Equipment, therefore, should be understood as an attempt by a later Panel to clarify
further the Appellate Body’s ruling in China – GOES on ADA Article 3. While it does so to an extent,
we argue that the Panel Report still leaves questions unresolved. We explain in greater detail below.
After determining that high- and low-energy scanners are “like” products, MOFCOM proceeded to
compare the prices of the dumped imports and the like domestic products for the purposes of its price
undercutting and price suppression analysis. For both the dumped foreign imports and the like
domestic products, MOFCOM calculated the average unit value of the product by dividing total value
by total quantity.125 China argued that since MOFCOM applied the same methodology of calculating a
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weighted average for the dumped imports and the like domestic products, it fulfilled the requirements
of ADA Article 3.2, which simply requires that such a comparison be made.126
The EU contended that MOFCOM’s technique was insufficient to meet the Appellate Body’s
command in China – GOES that an investigating authority must “ensure comparability” across
products when undertaking a price undercutting analysis. The EU argued that even when investigating
authorities find goods to be “like” products, they must nevertheless inquire into whether price
differences exist across the goods that fall within the category of “like” products. Where these
differences are significant enough, then the authorities must make adjustments to ensure proper
comparability.127 In other words, authorities could not simply take weighted averages of the two
bundles – dumped imports and like domestic products – without taking into consideration the product
composition of the bundles, as MOFCOM had done. To do so violated WTO law.
Note that, when viewed from a strict textualist perspective, the validity of the EU’s argument is
questionable. Article 3.2 of the ADA simply states that “the investigating authorities shall consider
whether there has been a significant price undercutting by the dumped imports as compared with the
price of a like product.” If A and B are “like” products, then Article 3.2 suggests that investigating
authorities are at liberty to compare the prices of A and B as they see fit. Nothing in the text itself
suggests that under certain circumstances, the price of dumped imports of A cannot be compared with
the price of domestically-produced B, but must instead be compared with domestically-produced A.
The textualist would further note that the bare language of Article 3.2 stands in stark contrast to that of
Article 2.4.2, which places further constraints to ensure price comparability. The fact that this detail
was consciously omitted from Article 3 lends further support to an argument that authorities enjoy
wide discretion in how they choose to compare the prices of A and B once they find that the two are
“like” products.
For example, consider if A is a red apple and B is a green apple. Is it the case that the price of a
dumped red apple must be compared with the price of a domestically-produced red apple? Or can it
also be compared against the price of a domestically-produced green apple? In this example, the price
differences between the two are not usually that significant. To an outsider, the question might seem to
be trivial, although to a fruit farmer with thin profit margins, the issue of a few cents may well matter.
Red and green apples are clearly “like” products, and Article 3.2 seems to grant authorities discretion
to compare the prices of dumped red apples against domestic green apples.
But what if the price differences are much larger? Suppose A is a white mushroom and B is a
truffle, which is much rarer and more expensive. Or A is farmed salmon and B is wild salmon. One
might argue that the two are not “like” products because of different end-uses. But suppose, as was
true here, both sides agreed that the authorities enjoyed the discretion to find them to be “like”
products. Do they, because of price differences, no longer enjoy the flexibility to compare A versus B?
The cleaner approach to handling such cases would simply to opine further regarding the “likeness”
jurisprudence in Article 2.6 of the ADA. But because such challenges have failed, WTO members are
increasingly turning to claims under Article 3 instead, as the EU did in this case. The Appellate
Body’s ruling in China – GOES had already opened the door for adjudicators to suggest that
investigating authorities do not enjoy unfettered discretion when comparing prices between foreign
and domestic goods. The Panel in China – X-Ray Equipment goes a bit further to fill in some of the
details.
The Panel’s holding in this case should be understood as suggesting that even when A and B are
determined to be “like” products, the investigating authorities must consider the statistical distribution
of A and B within the bundle of dumped imports and like domestic products when making its price
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comparisons under Article 3. It cannot simply just compare the two bundles without due regard to
their composition.
Inclusion of different versions of a product is not necessarily inappropriate in calculating averages
so long as the underlying statistical distribution is similar. Unfortunately, this was not the case in this
particular investigation. In particular, the EU firm sold none of the high-energy scanners in China
during the period of investigation while Nuctech produced both high- and low-energy scanners. If the
difference in price across the two is not significant, as is the case with red and green apples, then the
differences in composition may not matter much to the eventual outcome. But when they are
significant, as is the case with x-ray scanners and even mushrooms, then failure to make adjustments
will skew the outcome. Including the more expensive high-energy scanners in the determination of
Chinese prices would result in over-sampling of the high priced goods and increase the priceunderselling margin.
To see why this is the case, consider the following simple example. Suppose that Smiths sells two
low-energy scanners at $200 but sells no high-energy scanners. Nuctech also sells a single low-energy
scanner at $200 plus a high-energy version at $1000. Under the MOFCOM procedures used in this
case, the foreign average unit value is $200 while the domestic average is $600, indicating significant
price underselling by Smiths. But this comparison is only appropriate if the two scanners are “similar.”
If the authorities consider low-end scanners as the correct comparison, there is no price underselling at
all since both foreign and domestic sales are an average of $200 per unit.
MOFCOM defended its approach by arguing that the procedure is fair, given that the same
procedure is used for both domestic and foreign prices. In particular, MOFCOM calculated unit values
for the EU firms by dividing the total value of imports (from customs data) by the number of units
sold. They used aggregate sales data from Nuctech and also divided the value of domestic sales by the
number of units sold. This approach is particularly problematic when individual prices vary
significantly across the data sample: simple averages can hide enormous variability within. Left unsaid
by MOFCOM is that Nuctech’s exports of the relatively high-energy scanners (i.e., greater than 250
KeV) were the ones targeted by the EU action. If MOFCOM (or Nuctech) were acting to retaliate
against Smiths’ use of antidumping to restrict large cargo scanning systems or to help it gain a
foothold in this market, it would not exclude these items in the dumping investigation.
From an economics perspective, then, we therefore agree with the Panel’s ruling that where the
product composition in the bundle of dumped imports and like domestic products differ, adjustments
need to be made by an investigating authority to ensure proper comparability. But what about the legal
question of whether the vague language of Article 3.2, especially in contrast to Article 2.4.2, is a
signal of the treaty drafters’ intention to afford authorities with broad discretion to perform price
comparisons as they see fit? Is the Panel’s ruling too activist in the sense that it chose to create a
requirement not found in the text of the law itself?
While we are mindful that WTO panelists ought to interpret treaty provisions in strict adherence to
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, in this particular instance, we think that the Panel did
not overstep its authority. Instead, the textual hook can be found in Article 3.1 of the ADA. That
provision suggests that investigating authorities, when making an injury determination (which includes
the price undercutting and price suppression analyses at issue in this case), must do so on the basis of
an “objective” examination. To not take into account the product composition when large price
differences exist across the set of goods that fall within the “like” products basket, in our opinion, falls
outside the bounds of what, in our opinion, is considered to be objective. Thus, the Panel was right to
place some boundaries on the scope of the discretion enjoyed by investigating authorities when
undertaking a price comparison of dumped imports against domestic like products.
This then leads to a basic question lurking in this case: Was the approach taken by MOFCOM done
simply as a matter of administrative convenience? Or was it part of a concerted strategy to increase the
chances of finding injury to further a broader industrial policy strategy? Under the former
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interpretation, MOFCOM was acting innocently; relying on aggregate data and simple average unit
values for domestic and foreign sales allowed for cheap and simple comparisons. Alternatively,
MOFCOM could have chosen this methodology deliberately so as to increase the likelihood that injury
would be found to a domestic industry.
The Panel Report hints at suspicion that this choice might have been taken with forethought. It
notes that Nuctech had provided, on its own initiative, price data on a model-by-model basis, allowing
MOFCOM to easily compare prices by model.128 All MOFCOM had to do was to ask Smiths to
provide comparable model-by-model pricing data. But MOFCOM chose not to ask the respondent. To
not follow up when the information has already been provided by one party suggests that MOFCOM
may well have intentionally chosen to avoid making price comparisons of this form.
Therefore, the Panel declared that MOFCOM’s failure to make adjustments, despite being aware of
the significant differences in uses, physical characteristics, and prices of high- and low-energy
scanners, to ensure proper comparability amounted to a violation of ADA Articles 3.1 and 3.2.129 If it
is the case that MOFCOM’s actions were taken with forethought, then this example demonstrates how
government authorities will resort to manipulating technical aspects of an antidumping investigation to
help push forward an industrial policy. As we suggested earlier, the resort to WTO litigation will then
focus on highly technical issues – such as those related to product market definition and price
comparison calculations under Article 3 – in an attempt to affect the impact of antidumping measures
and strategic industrial policy.
Importantly, the Panel ruling leaves unresolved several important questions regarding price
comparisons for an Article 3 injury analysis under the ADA. Future WTO Panels, and eventually the
Appellate Body, should assist with providing greater clarity on three sets of questions.
First, the Panel simply finds MOFCOM’s behavior to be problematic. It does not clarify what types
of adjustments, had they been made, would have sufficed to satisfy the law. Would it have been fine
for MOFCOM to simply exclude high-energy scanners? Could it have otherwise used the same exact
calculation methodology if it had limited the aggregate data to only low-energy scanners? Or must it
have undertaken price comparisons on a model-by-model basis? Did it need to undertake a
transaction-by-transaction analysis? Because the Panel only states that adjustments are necessary, but
does not clarify what these must entail, investigating authorities are left to speculate until the question
is clarified in another future case.
Second, the Panel notes that even if high- and low-energy scanners are “like” products, adjustments
were warranted in light of the differences in three factors: (1) product characteristics; (2) use; and (3)
price. Must there be differences along all three dimensions before an adjustment is necessary, or
would differences across a subset of these factors have also sufficed? More specifically, is it critical
that the uses of A and B be different? The Panel’s decision to emphasize this difference suggests that it
may be. But suppose A are luxury watches and B are non-luxury watches. Their use is nearly identical,
although their physical characteristics and price differ. Under this scenario, if the product mix across
dumped imports and domestic “like” products differ, are adjustments also necessary? One might think
that the answer is also yes. But the Panel ruling leaves unclear what factors must be considered and
how any multi-factor test is to work before the requirement to make adjustments to ensure
comparability is triggered. Greater guidance for investigating authorities in terms of knowing when
they must divide a basket of “like” products and how fine the divisions must be would be helpful.
Third, the Panel ruling leaves unclear what burdens fall on the investigating authority in terms of
seeking information to make adjustments. The Panel faults MOFCOM for not seeking model-bymodel data from Smiths when this information was provided by Nuctech. The ruling therefore clarifies
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that where one party has submitted detailed information which allows for adjustments to be made, the
investigating authority has a burden to seek comparable information from the other party. But what if
this is not the case? Suppose, for example, that neither party had submitted data on a model-by-model
basis. After all, it is not altogether clear that Nuctech should have done so proactively, as it did not
serve its interests. Would MOFCOM, lacking sufficient data from both parties, then have been free to
undertake the calculations as it did? Or would it nevertheless have been required to ask for data to
make adjustments because it could already tell, based on HS-8 customs data, that the product mix of
Smiths’ imported products might be different than that of Nuctech? Again, greater clarity would be
helpful.
To summarize, the China – X-Ray Equipment dispute helps to clarify some portion of the law with
respect to product comparisons and price comparability in the injury analysis of an antidumping
investigation. The focus on this element of the law is not altogether surprising. Manipulations of such
calculations, as we have suggested, may serve as a means to bolster support for an industrial policy
through antidumping. Furthermore, given the lack of success with challenges of the “like” product
definition under ADA Article 2.6, WTO members are choosing to make narrower claims, as the EU
did in this case. If we are correct in our assessment, then we should expect more disputes with ADA
Article 3 claims to surface in the coming years. The Panel’s ruling in China – X-Ray Equipment
certainly does not offer a definitive last word on this issue. In spite of the Panel’s efforts, much of the
law on this issue remains in need of further judicial clarification.

6. Conclusion
We have argued that the conventional account of the relationship between antidumping measures and
strategic industrial policy is incomplete. We have sought to demonstrate that the relationship between
the two does not always arise out of a government-driven, top-down policy. Instead, it may develop as
a result of firm-driven actions taken in response to an industrial policy and a desire to enact tit-for-tat
trade remedies. The case study of tit-for-tat antidumping measures levied by the EU and China in the
Smiths-Nuctech rivalry offers an excellent example consistent with our argument. It highlights how
the relationship between the two policy instruments is much more complicated than that posited in the
conventional account.
Understanding the more complex nature of this relationship is important because, as we have
sought to demonstrate in our case study analysis, this strategy can work. When antidumping measures
are understood not as a means to protect an infant industry but instead as a tool to counteract trade
remedies taken in response to one’s industrial policy, we see that they can be an effective tool. We
posit that this efficacy may require certain conditions to hold true. We leave it to future research to
clarify how common this dynamic might be. Still, if we are correct, then we can expect the number of
instances where antidumping measures are entwined with an industrial policy to grow in coming years
as industrial policy makes a comeback.
Understanding this relationship is also important because if this phenomenon persists, then it is
likely to feature increasingly in future WTO disputes. Because the claims in the litigation itself are
highly technical, the linkages between an antidumping measure and industrial policy may not always
be obvious upon first glance. It is only when the nature of the relationship is understood that the
imprimatur of industrial policy in a WTO antidumping case becomes clear. WTO litigation, however,
can be an important element of the multi-faceted strategic contest between rival firms to gain greater
share of global markets – and the efforts of governments to support their domestic firms. The stakes
are high; the outcome of a WTO case can offer one side an advantage (or undo an advantage).
Moreover, because elements of the law remain unclear, there is ample room for further legal
contestation. Therefore, the China – X-Ray Equipment dispute is but a foreshadowing. There is likely
more to come.
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WTO Panels and the Appellate Body have offered wide discretion, to date, on how authorities can
define the “like product” in antidumping investigations as well as how they engage in price
comparisons of the dumped product with the domestic “like product” to calculate dumping margins
and examine the existence of injury. The Panel in China – X-Ray Equipment dispute has provided at
least some guidance about the limits of agency discretion in determining the boundary of the relevant
product for price comparisons in antidumping cases. But substantial questions persist. As the ongoing
China – HP-SST disputes demonstrate, the issue will be a recurring theme in future WTO disputes.130
How future Panels, and eventually the Appellate Body, will choose to clarify this boundary remains to
be seen.

130

Two separate cases, filed by Japan (DS454) and the EU (DS460), are ongoing as of this writing. Both involve claims that
China violated Articles 3.1 and 3.2 of the ADA. See Request for Consultations by Japan, China – Measures Imposing
Anti-Dumping Duties on High-Performance Stainless Steel Seamless Tubes (“HP-SSST”) from Japan, WT/DS454/1, 7
Jan. 2013; Request for Consultations by the European Union, China – Measures Imposing Anti-Dumping Duties on HighPerformance Stainless Steel Seamless Tubes (“HP-SSST”) from the European Union, WT/DS460/1, 18 June 2013
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